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Fourier imaging provides a method of forming synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from 
collected radar data which does not demand the same computational load associated with other 
imaging methods such as matched filtering (MF) and convolution-back projection (CBP), due to 
use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). In particular the polar format algorithm (PFA) provides 
a simple framework for image formation for spotlight SAR, limited however by the plane wave 
approximation. 
This thesis presents the results of applying mapping methods to allow Fourier imaging using 
the PFA from irregularly sampled data sets. For example data collected from manoeuvring 
platforms, bistatic SAR and nonlinear 3D flight paths used to generate 3D SAR imagery. 
Three different methods for nonlinear mapping of k-space samples to a uniform rectangular 
grid in a domain where the 2D irregular to regular resampling required by the PFA becomes 
separable in two dimensions and allows the use of the same interpolation filter for all data 
samples, are presented along with a comparison of their performance. 
Image formation from nonpianar data surfaces typical of data collected from nonlinear curved 
3D flight paths is examined. Scene reconstruction from this type of data has been discussed in 
the literature, however the algorithms used are computationally intensive. This thesis presents 
a 3D scene reconstruction method using Fourier imaging techniques. 
The 3D Fourier reconstruction is a more complicated problem than the 2D case. The 3D case 
can be characterised by two distinct problems, the resampling from irregular to regularly spaced 
samples as in the 2D case, and additionally resampling to points off the data surface. 
A 3D equivalent to the PFA is developed, where the resampling process is a 3D application 
of one of the methods developed for the 2D mapping method study, using results from a 2D 
simulation capturing the extra feature of the nonp]anar data. 
Simulated results using this method are compared to results obtained from the same data using 
a simple nearest neighbour based interpolation approach. Simulation results show that Fourier 
imaging methods can provide a less computationally intensive alternative for 3D SAR scene 
reconstruction than the methods discussed in the literature. 
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Ever since the discovery of radio detection and ranging (radar) in 1935 by Sir Robert Watson-
Watt and its successful use during the second world war for detection of incoming enemy 
aircraft, following the invention of the cavity magnetron, radar systems have been used for 
a wide variety of purposes and in many different operational modes. These modes include 
topographic mapping of planet surfaces, assisted aircraft landing, targeting, reconnaissance 
imaging, terrain classification and oceanography [5,6]. 
Radar has many advantages over similar optical techniques since radar can be used to form 
images at night, in adverse weather conditions, through foliage and is often used in subterranean 
imaging. All of these applications/conditions are unsuitable for optical imaging systems. 
Early radar systems worked in a bistatic mode of operation, typically with the transmitting and 
receiving antenna being located in separate fixed position ground based radar placements, this 
was the model for the chain home defence system used during the second world war. However 
in the 1950s improving radar technology meant that it was feasible for the transmitter and 
receiver to be co-located (using the same antenna) with obvious financial benefits, operating in 
a monostatic mode. As a result monostatic radar algorithms are well established and account 
for a significant proportion of the radar literature [5]. 
In conventional radar modes the ability to resolve a target, that is to be able to identify two 
closely spaced targets as separate, scales with radar antenna size. Therefore to be able to re-
solve two targets separated in azimuth by one metre in a conventional radar mode would require 
a radar antenna much larger than can be mounted on a single pilot aircraft [7]. Signal processing 
techniques can be used to gain high resolution using a suitably sized radar antenna by synthe-
sising a large antenna, this is termed synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Where many radar pulses 
are emitted and the returns from a scene of interest are collected as the aircraft flies along its 
path. Using such a scheme the achievable azimuth resolution can be shown to be dependent 
on the period of time over which the radar returns are collected, and not purely based on the 
physical size of the antenna used [1, 7]. 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
There has been an increase in interest in bistatic radar systems in recent years. There are 
many reasons behind this renewed interest in the bistatic mode of operation: developments in 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have lead to interest in pairing a cheap receiving antenna on 
a UAV with a more expensive transmitting antenna which could be located at a safe distance 
further away from any enemy. Stealth aircraft are designed to minimise the radar returns in 
the direction of incoming radar energy in an effort to reduce the aircraft's radar cross section 
(RCS) limiting the enemy's ability to spot or target the aircraft, however some of the incoming 
energy is still reflected in other directions, this means it is feasible that a bistatic radar system 
may be able to provide a counter stealth capability. However the increased survivability of the 
receiving platform due to operating in a passive receive only mode is a primary reason for the 
increase in bistatic radar research [8-10]. 
The monostatic mode of operation is in fact a subset of the bistatic mode. This fact has been 
used to demonstrate the applicability of many SAR image formation algorithms developed for 
monostatic operation in the bistatic case [11-14]. However since the bistatic geometry is amore 
general case of the monostatic geometry it provides (in general) a more complicated problem 
to solve. With this increased generality of problem and desirable increase in radar platform 
survivability in mind, bistatic SAR provides a relevant and interesting series of problems to be 
investigated. 
One of the particular features of most SAR image formation algorithms is the assumption that 
the radar platform flies along a straight and level flight path while transmitting and receiving 
pulses [1,2,7]. This inflexible data collection geometry reduces the radar platform survivability, 
therefore investigating which bistatic SAR algorithms are amenable to data collection whilst 
the radar platform manoeuvres is pertinent. In particular Fourier based imaging algorithms 
provide a computationally efficient method for SAR image formation, so a study of methods 
allowing Fourier imaging techniques to be applied to a wider range of scenarios than previously 
considered provides the motivation for the research presented in this thesis. 
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1.2 Contribution to knowledge 
Motivated by the issues discussed in the previous section research in this area was undertaken. 
The major contributions arising from the result of this research are discussed in this section. 
Three methods for performing a nonlinear mapping of SAR sample points in k-space into 
another domain where these points form a regularly sampled rectangular grid are developed. 
These methods are: Volterra series based mapping, analytic mapping and semi-analytic map-
ping. This mapping is performed so that the 2D resampling operation which forms the core 
of the polar format algorithm (PFA) can be viewed as two separable ID resampling operations 
in this new domain. The mapping methods developed have been applied to simulated bistatic 
SAR data and their performance in terms of mapping accuracy and computational complexity 
has been analysed and compared to the standard keystone resampling method by means of a 
mathematical simulation of the bistatic SAR scenario which was implemented in MATLAB. 
This forms the first contribution of the work presented in this thesis along with the analysis 
of the performance of both the aforementioned techniques for a bistatic SAR scenario with a 
manoeuvring receive platform. - 
The second contribution of the research presented in this thesis is the development of a compu-
tationally efficient method of forming 3D SAR images using Fourier techniques, operating on 
data collected from a platform flying a curved 3D flight path. This development consists of two 
main stages, firstly characterising the problem with the nonplanar 2D data collection surface 
which is the result of the chosen flight path and demonstrating that it is possible to form an 
image from this type of data. This stage is performed via a simple simulated 2D problem which 
has the same properties as the more complex 3D case, results from this 2D demonstrator are 
presented for three cases: an orthogonal data set, a complete circular data set and a curved arc 
with a limited angular extent. The complete 3D image formation algorithm is an extension of 
one of the 2D mapping methods developed for the PFA. 
1.3 Thesis organisation 
The thesis is organised in the following way: 
Chapter 2 details the necessary background theory relevant to understanding the rest of the work 
contained in the thesis and the result of the literature study performed at the start of the research. 
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Firstly focusing on the main SAR modes of operation and detailing the most prominent image 
formation algorithms in the open literature. Then consideration is given to what changes for a 
manoeuvring radar platform and what advantages/disadvantages can be expected. The last part 
of this chapter deals with how to retain the full 3D content of the imaged scene using methods 
such as interferometric SAR (IFSAR). 
Chapter 3 describes the work performed on applying mapping concepts to the interpolation 
process required by the PFA. The theory of each of the three methods developed is presented 
along with results detailing the performance of the methods. Consideration is given to how 
the interpolation should be performed when the mapping is complete. The result of simulating 
the mapping and interpolation method developed for a variety of manoeuvring bistatic SAR 
scenarios is presented. Lastly the simulated results of applying the mapping and interpolation 
method to data collected with a manoeuvring bistatic receive platform are compared to the 
performance achieved using the keystone method. 
Chapter 4 details the important differences between the 2D and 3D imaging modes and char -
acterises the problem of 3D image formation from data collected from a curved 3D flight path. 
Image formation from this type of data is demonstrated using a simple 2D illustrative simula-
tion. One of the mapping methods described in the previous chapter is extended to cover this 
3D case and used to implement a 3D version of the PFA capable of resolving scatterers in 3D. 
Chapter 5 summarises the work that has been presented and details the conclusions that can be 
drawn, along with a discussion of future work that could continue research in this area. 
Ell 
Chapter 2 
Background Theory and Literature 
Review 
This chapter covers the necessary principles and radar signal processing theory required to un-
derstand the work presented in this thesis, along with a review of the most important work 
performed within the radar research community in the area of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 
image formation processing algorithms. This serves two purposes, firstly to give the reader 
suitable grounding Jo understand the radar signal processing described in the rest of this thesis, 
and secondly to place the contribution of the work presented in this thesis in context. The first 
section of this chapter will present the background of radar and 'the basics' of radar signal pro-
cessing including what type of waveforms are typically used and why. The second section will 
consider SAR and details some of the most common modes of operation along with discussion 
of the relative merits of each. Next the geometry of the bistatic SAR system is described along 
with a mathematical signal model used throughout this thesis. Then the most prevalent image 
formation processors (IFPs) in the open literature are presented and a basic introduction to the 
interpolation and resampling operations that are necessary for practical sampled data signal 
processing is given. Lastly the advantages that are offered when a manoeuvring radar platform 
is introduced, particularly with the intention of forming a 3D SAR image, are discussed and the 
main methods in the open literature are presented. 
2.1 Background 
Christian Hulsmeyer was the first person to demonstrate the use of radio waves to detect distant 
objects. In 1904 he received patents in both the UK and Germany for the telemobiloscope, a 
primitive ship based radar system that was designed to detect other ships in dense fog to aid with 
collision avoidance. The simple device used a multipole antenna to transmit electromagnetic 
(EM) radiation and when the small reflected signal was received at a separate antenna a bell 
would ring to indicate the presence of the other ship, the telemobiloscope was demonstrated to 
detect ships at a range of 3 km. However this invention was not a commercial success due to 
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a general lack of interest from the naval industry and hence is not often recognised as the first 
radar system, instead this is usually reserved for Robert Watson-Watt [6]. 
During the second world war the British air ministry asked Watson-Watt to develop a 'death-
ray' in response to rumour that the Germans had developed such a weapon. Watson-Watt 
concluded that the power necessary to operate a 'death-ray' was prohibitive, however in the 
course of his experiments he noted that a small amount of energy was reflected from the target 
and could be collected to indicate the presence of a target. This concept was demonstrated in 
the Daventry experiment in 1935 where a bomber aircraft was detected at 8 miles range using 
the BBC Daventry shortwave radio transmitter [5,15]. 
The Chain home radar early warning system was built using similar technology and was com-
pleted in time for the battle of Britain and was key to enabling the limited forces of the royal air 
force to be deployed effectively to repell German long range bombers. The Chain home system 
was a series of 100 m tall steel towers with antenna suspended from wires between the towers, 
the receiving antenna were mounted on smaller wooden towers. A single Chain home station 
consisted of two tall steel towers and a single smaller wooden tower. A Chain home station 
was capable of detecting bomber aircraft out to it range of 120 miles and used 12 m wavelength 
radiowaves around 20 MHz [6]. 
During the course of the second world war it was clear that radar was a very important part of 
a modem airforce and air defence system. The physics behind the radar signal detection were 
well understood and the need to develop longer range systems required waveforms in the 10 
cm wavelength or 3 GHz range. With this in mind German scientists were reluctant to fur -
ther develop the resonant-cavity magnetron as a method for generating the large amounts of 
power for transmitted waveforms, due to the lack of coherence of the output, instead preferring 
the lower power klystron for its favourable coherence properties. However British scientists 
worked round the problem by sampling the transmitted waveform and used this to synchronise 
the receiver, this approach allowed British aircraft to outclass German fighter planes in night 
time conditions [6]. 
The importance of radar during the course of the battle of Britain has lead to radar continuing 
to be a prominent sensor system in all manor of airborne applications. Modern radar systems 
are used in many diverse fields including meteorology where radar systems are used to detect 
and classify cloud formations, geology where ground penetrating and ground mapping radar 
systems are used, military uses include fire control radars and battlefield surveillance and there 
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is an increasing interest in ultra-wideband radar systems for through-wall detection systems [5]. 
2.1.1 Resolution 
The basic principle behind radar is that measuring the time of flight, that is the total time taken 
for transmitted EM radiation to reflect off a surface and return to be collected by a receiving 
antenna, provides the range from the transmitter/receiver to the reflecting object or scatterer. 
The transmission of the EM energy is typically pulsed so that returns from several reflecting 
surfaces along the direction of transmission can be detected. However should two reflecting 
surfaces be sufficiently close so that the length of the transmitted pulse is greater than the 
difference in the time of flight between the two reflectors, the energy will return to the receiver 
as a stretched pulse rather than as two discrete pulses, therefore the receiver is unable to resolve 
the two reflectors. Resolution is a measure of the ability of a radar system to distinguish two 
closely spaced reflectors [16]. 
Pulse waveform. Tp = Is 
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Figure 2.1: Return pulses from closely spaced scatterers. (a) resolvable scatterers. (h) unre-
solvable scatterers. 
To improve the resolution of the system a narrower pulse width allows reflectors or targets to 
he closer together while still resulting in discrete pulses at the receiver. 
eT = _E 	 (2.1) 
where 6, is the resolution in the range direction and T is the pulse length. However this nar- 
rowing of the transmitted pulse has a practical limit and cannot provide indefinitely improved 
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where Et is the total transmitted energy in the pulse. Therefore since the transmitted energy 
must remain high enough that the returned pulse at the receiver is strong enough to be noticeable 
above system noise, reducing the pulse width increases the required power. However there are 
other ways to increase the resolution in the range direction without the need for small pulse 
widths. Transmitting chirped sinusoidal waveforms is a commonly used method for improving 
the range resolution of radar systems. A chirped sinusoidal waveform is a sinusoid with linearly 
increasing (or decreasing) frequency. A linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp is given by 
x(t) = A.rect 
() 
ej2(tt2) 	 (2.3) 
TP 
where the rect function denotes the pulsed nature of the waveform, with pulse width T and 
amplitude A, centre frequency ft and chirp rate i. 
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Figure 2.2: Pulsed chirp waveform. 
When using this type of waveform in the system previously considered, the returns from two 
closely spaced targets can be identified as being from different targets since the frequency of the 
sinusoid will be different for each scatterer, ie. the end of the return from the closest target will 
have a higher frequency than the start of the return from the second further away target [1,2,7]. 
Instead of range resolution depending upon the pulse length T the ability to resolve two closely 
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spaced targets depends upon the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform, B. This improvement 
in range resolution is achieved by implementing a matched filter (as discussed in section 2.4.5), 
in the case of the chirp waveform discussed here this can be implemented as a two stage dechirp 
and inverse fast Fourier tansform (IFFT) process. Where the received chirp signal is mixed 
down with a reference chirp, usually delayed by the time of flight to a point at the centre of the 
scene illuminated by the beam. This results in the compression of the reflected chirp waveform 
providing improved resolution compared to a simple pulsed system, as shown in Figure 2.4, 
where the resolution is improved from 15km to lm by using a 150 MHz chirp bandwidth. 
B = Tbt 	 (2.4) 
= 	 (2.5) 
Pulsed chirp waveform, Tp =Is. f = 5 Hz. OW = IS Hz 
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Figure 2.3: Return pulsed chirps from closely spaced scatterers. (a) resolvable scatterers. (b) 
previous/v unresolvable scatterers. 
This type of chirped signal is just one of a whole family of coded waveforms that can be used 
to improve the range resolution of radar systems including binary/poly phase coded waveforms 
and many others, with a large amount of research on this subject available in the open literature. 
As an alternative to the pulsed mode of operation it is possible to use continuous waveform 
(CW) signals to perform radar range measurements, using the autocorrelation properties of the 
transmitted waveform to differentiate between returns from different scatterers [7].  Pulsed LFM 
waveforms like that given in equation (2.3) will be used for the rest of the work presented in 
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Figure 2.4: Compressed chirped signal showing improved resolution of chirp over simple 
pulsed waveform. 
this thesis. 
The one dimensional treatment used to illustrate the utility of chirped waveforms for improving 
the resolution of targets in the raJige direction is quite limited however, since the transmitted sig-
nal doesn't propagate only along a line in the direction of transmission. Instead the beamwidth 
of the transmitting antenna determines the area of space illuminated by the transmitted signal. 
As a result returns from targets located in physically different positions within the beamwidth, 
but with the same return time of flight will appear indistinguishable to the radar receiver. There-
fore for the receiver to be able to determine the difference between two closely spaced targets in 
the cross range direction, that is the direction perpendicular to the range direction, they must be 
separated by the 3dB beamwidth ie. the width of the radar beam at which returns at the receiver 
are half as strong as returns at the centre of the beam [7]. The minimum separation distance 
resolvable by the receiver is given by 
cr = L 
antenna 
	 (2.6) 
where R0 is the range from the antenna to the target, ) is the wavelength of the transmitted 
radar signal and L00 0 is the physical length of the antenna. 
However, as equation (2.6) shows this separation distance is dependant upon the range from 
the antenna to the target and with a typical antenna length of around I m, transmitting in the 
iiJ 
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X-band eg. 10 GHz the minimum resolvable separation achievable at 10 km range is 300 m. 
This range dependence of cross range resolution of traditional radar prevents it being used as a 
high resolution imaging system for operation at large distances [1,2,7]. 
2.2 Synthetic aperture radar 
As discussed in the previous section the cross range resolution dependence upon range from 
antenna to target limits the use of this traditional radar mode for high resolution image for-
mation. However it is possible to use signal processing to synthesise a larger radar antenna 
or aperture instead of requiring a very large physical antenna for high resolution imaging. To 
do so the radar platform traverses a linear flight path intermittently transmitting and receiving 
radar pulses, when these returns are coherently integrated the synthesised aperture improves 
the dependence of cross range resolution on range to the target. The apparent beamwidth of the 





L antenna = 	 (2.7) 
2& 
where LSAR is the length of the synthetic aperture, which is determined by the size of the 3dB 
beamwidth on the ground at range Ro 
LSAR = RoB3dn 	 (2.8) 
therefore the maximum achievable cross range resolution is given by [7] 
6, = ROBSAR 
Lantenna 	 - 
= 	 (2.9) 
2 
Notice how this is no longer dependant upon the range to the target, as the extra time spent with 
the target in the beam cancels exactly with the beamwidth on the ground being wider at longer 
ranges. However this is the maximum achievable resolution and is not necessarily needed for 
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therefore the achievable resolution is dependent upon the length of the synthetic aperture [1,2, 
7]. 
2.2.1 Modes of operation 
There are several different modes of SAR operation [1,2,7], as demonstrated by the previous 
derivation the range from radar platform to the target contributes to both the time the target 
spends within the radar beam and also the beam width on the ground, with the net effect of 
cancelling the dependence upon range to the target. The conventional SAR imaging mode of 
operation is to point the radar antenna perpendicular to the direction of flight for the duration of 
the synthetic aperture, this mode is termed strip-map SAR. This is due to the strip of the ground 
that the beam covers on the ground which can be used for ground mapping applications. Strip-
map SAR provides relatively high resolution imagery (approx. 5 - 10m) and is capable of 
covering extremely large swathes of the ground (approx. 5 - 10km), this is the mode most 
commonly used for terrain classification and other applications where the objects of interest 
are much larger than the achievable resolution afforded by strip-map SAR and vast areas of the 
ground are to be imaged. 
z 
Y 
Figure 2.5: Stripinap SAR mode. 
Alternatively if the area to be imaged is relatively small then the radar antenna can be steered to 
point at a single point On the ground for the duration of the data collection period, this is termed 
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spotlight SAR mode. In spotlight SAR because targets are illuminated for even longer than 
in strip-map mode even better cross range resolution is possible (approx. 0.3 - 2m). However 
since the beam must be pointed at the same point on the ground over the whole synthetic 
aperture time the area of coverage on the ground is significantly smaller than for strip-map 
SAR (approx. lOOm - 1km). If a high resolution map of a large area of ground is desired then 
it is often achieved by using several spotlight SAR images 'stitched' together to form a larger 
image than achievable using a single spot, but at a higher resolution than can be achieved using 
stripmap SAR. 
Y 
Figure 2.6: Spotlight SAR mode. 
In addition to strip-map and spotlight SAR modes there is another common SAR mode which 
utilises a different view of the data collection geometry. Inverse SAR (ISAR) doesn't deal 
• 
	
	with a moving radar platform synthesising a larger aperture, instead TSAR uses the motion of a 
target relative to a stationary radar platform to synthesise the aperture. This works on the same 
• principle as spotlight SAR with the roles reversed, the radar beam is steered to be pointing at 
the target during the whole data collection period and in the same way as for spotlight SAR this 
can be considered equivalent to the target being stationary and the radar platform following the 
flight path determined by the target's motion. 
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Figure 2.7: Inverse SAR mode. 
2.2.2 Bistatic SAR 
Most radar systems work in a monostatic mode of operation, that is to say that the same antenna 
is used both to transmit and to receive the radar signal. The main reason for this is the conve-
nience and economic benefit of only requiring a single radar antenna. However this is not the 
only mode of operation available, monostatic radar is in fact a special case of the more general 
bistatic radar geometry. In the bistatic setup the transmitting and receiving antennas are distinct 
and are often located on different platforms. For instance the transmitting antenna and receiv-
ing antenna may be mounted on two separate fighter jets, or even the transmitter mounted on 
the fighter jet and a receiver on-board a missile, in this way radar signals can be used to guide 
missiles onto their target. Moncistatic radar is a special case of the bistatic geometry where 
the transmit and receive antenna happen to use the same physical hardware. It should also be 
noted for completeness that the bistatic geometry is itself part of a more general setup. Bistatic 
radar is a subset of the multistatic setup, where there is typically (though not limited to) a sin-
gle radar transmitter teamed with several receiving antennas, each receiving platform normally 
operates independently of the other receiving platforms and therefore can be considered part of 
a bistatic system since the presence of the other receiving antennas has no effect on this single 
receiver [16]. . 
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Figure 2.8: Bistatic spotlight SAR mode. 
Bistatic radar systems can be made to work in all of the modes of operations discussed in the 
previous section (striprnap, spotlight, ISAR), however this is normally more involved than for 
the monostatic setup [17-22]. The first example of this additional difficulty is requiring the two 
separate radar antenna to have their main beams pointed at the same patch of the ground, thus 
the receiving platform must know the pointing direction of the transmitting antenna at all times 
when data collection is to be performed. In addition the receiver radar antenna must be tuned 
to the same centre frequency as the transmitter in order to receive the reflected signals. One 
of the most significant challenges in implementing an operational bistatic SAR system is the 
clock coherence requirement. In monostatic SAR the same physical hardware is used both to 
generate and process the radar signal so the same clock source is used, this is not the case for 
bistatic SAR systems and therefore the two clocks used must be not only extremely accurate 
but they must keep the same time to an extremely demanding level. Clock coherence during 
the data collection interval and phase noise are the biggest barriers to practical implementation 
of bistatic SAR and are discussed in the literature [23-25]. 
However despite these difficulties in implementing a bistatic SAR system there are advantages 
of bistatic SAR over monostatic SAR [9].  The main advantage a bistatic SAR system has over a 
monostatic system is increased survivability.. Bistatic SAR systems offer improved survivability 
since the receiving platform is operating in a passive receive only mode, therefore not betraying 
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its location to the enemy. A result of this is that the receive platform may operate closer to the 
target than would be considered safe for an active transmitting SAR system. A side effect 
of the receiver operating closer to the scene of interest is that the transmitting platform may 
operate at a greater stand-off range, possibly out of range of enemy defences. Also since the 
transmitter may operate at a safe stand off range a more expensive transmitter may be coupled 
with a cheaper receiver for instance on-board an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). 
In addition to the improved survivability of bistatic SAR systems a less threatening side effect 
of the active nature of the transmitting platform than the threat of attack is the potential for 
directional jamming from the target. It is a commonly used electronic counter measure (ECM) 
employed to attempt to jam the radar receiver. One way of doing this is to transmit another noise 
like radar signal of greater power than any reflection that the receiver will detect. Since the 
- target can detect the direction of the transmitted radar signal an effective method of performing 
this jamming is to steer a high power transmitter in the direction of the enemy transmitter. 
However since in the bistatic scenario the receiver lies in a different direction and operates in 
a passive mode this type of directional jamming would require another method of determining 
the direction of the receiver. 
Another opportunity that may be realised with a bistatic SAR system is the potential to im-
age stealthy targets. Many modem aircraft are designed to be stealthy in the presence of radar 
signals, ie. they are designed to have an extremely low radar cross section (RCS). RCS is a 
measure of how much radar energy is presented to a radar receiver when the aircraft is illumi-
nated by a radar. Stealthy targets achieve this low RCS in two main ways, firstly they are made 
of materials designed to absorb energy in the frequency range of radar signals thus reducing 
the total energy they reflect. Secondly stealthy targets are shaped in such a way as to min-
imise the radar reflections back in the direction of the incoming beam, however the incoming 
energy is reflected in other directions. A result of this is that for monostatic systems stealthy 
targets provide a low RCS, but since bistatic receiver systems are generally not located close to 
the transmitter some of this scattered energy may be collected limiting the effect of the stealth 
design [8,10]. 
Lastly radar shadows can be considered either a disadvantage or an advantage depending on the 
application being considered. Shadows can obscure target features making identification more 
difficult, however algorithms have been developed which use shadows in images to detect the 
location of moving targets [26]. Radar images suffer shadows in areas behind obstacles which 
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block the transmitted radar energy in the same way as optical images experience shadows. 
However in the bistatic configuration the shadows in images are present not only where the line 
of sight from the transmitter is blocked but also where the line of sight to the receiver is blocked. 
Hence bistatic SAR images show significantly more shadowed regions than in monostatic SAR 
images. This is usually interpreted as a disadvantage of bistatic SAR imaging, however it has 
been proposed that the information about a target that is used for classification and recognition 
using automatic target recognition (ATR) algorithms depends not only upon the bright returns 
from the edges of the target but also from the shadows that the target creates on the ground [27]. 
From this point of view the increased amount of shadowing experienced in bistatic SAR images 
may actually enable improved ATR performance. 
2.3 SAR signal model 
The general bistatic SAR system geometry is shown in Figure 2.9 where the transmitting plat-
form traverses a linear flight path with velocity " and instantaneous position given by xt, 
likewise the receiving platform follows a linear flight path (not restricted to be in the same di-
rection as the transmitter) with velocity Vr and instantaneous position given by x, where both 
radar antennae are pointed at the centre of the scene of interest which is located at the origin 
of the cartesian coordinate set. The vector u points in the direction of the instantaneous mono-
static equivalent position, this is the position of monostatic system that would be the closest 
equivalent to the .bistatic geometry, given by 
Xt + Xr 
2 
This vector is in a direction given by B and bisects the bistatic angle fi. 
o = tan 1 	 (112) 
The mid-pulse angle is the angle 9 for the middle pulse position on the synthetic aperture. The 
scene is considered to be made up of discrete perfectly reflecting point scatterers located at 
positions r in the x-y plane, commonly referred to as the ground plane or image display frame 
(IDF) in radar signal processing. 
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Figure 2.9: Bistatic SAR system geometry. 
The transmitter antenna transmits a LFM chirp waveform in the direction of the scene 
st.(t,t.= A5.rect 
() 
e23(t) 	 (2.13) 
where t is referred to as slow time and f is referred to as fast time. The radar platforms are 
assumed to be stationary during the time of flight of each pulse, sincevt and Vr << c, therefore 
t = i.PRI where FRI is the pulse repetition interval and i is the pulse number. 
The pulse is reflected by each scatterer within the scene and is collected by the receiving antenna 
e2t 2 




where rt and Vr are the ranges from the transmitting and receiving antenna to a scatterer in the 
scene [1, 2,28] and a is the complex reflectivity coefficient of the scatterer. 
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2.4 Image formation 
The purpose of the IFP is to take the signal that arrives at the receiving antenna and use signal 
processing techniques to form an image. There are many different IFPs in the open litera-
ture each with its own particular advantages and disadvantages. The task of a radar system 
engineer is to make a choice of the most suitable algorithm for the tasks specific to the radar 
being designed. The main trade off in radar system design is between algorithm complexity, 
which translates in to hardware complexity and normally the speed with which an image can be 
formed, and the desired image quality. If the engineer is willing to make certain compromises 
in the size of scene to be imaged, the achievable resolution and image uniformity/distortion 
then simpler processing algorithms may be used which are less computationally complex. In 
this section we shall discuss the most important algorithms in the open literature. Most of these 
algorithms were originally designed to be implemented in monostatic SAR systems but over 
time papers have been published demonstrating their applicability to bistatic SAR. 
2.4.1 Rectangular format 
One of the most simple SAR image reconstruction algorithms in the literature is the rectangular 
format algorithm (RFA). The RFA as presented in [1,2,29] is performed by de-chirping the 
radar signal collected by the receiving antenna. This dechirp processing can be performed either 
in hardware as part of a deramp-on-receive system or the dechirp operation can be performed 
digitally. However most practical systems perform some kind of deramp-on-receive processing 
to allow the digitiser frequency to be lower than would be required to adequately sample the 
full bandwidth of the LFM chirp. The reference signal used to perform the dechirp operation is 
given by[l,2] 
Therefore 
= A 0 .rect  
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where Tot and rjjr  are the ranges from the transmit and receive platforms to the scene centre 
respectively, at each pulse position [1, 2]. Alternatively this may be rewritten with round trip 
distances Il = r, + rr  and lo = TOt + TOr 
(!i) '  
c ) 2 
Sdechirp(t, t 	
(- 
= (A.Ao) .c.rect 	 .e c 	 ) (li—b) 	li io)
eI 
TP 
The term 	is the position of the scatterer with respect to the scene centre point. The first 
phase term in equation (2.17) shows that the signal 8dechirp  (t, £) now takes the form of a scaled, 
rectangular windowed sinusoidal waveform where the frequency of the sinusoid varies with the 
position of the scatterer within the scene. The second phase term is referred to as residual 
video phase (RVP) which varies with the scatterer position squared, this term can be ignored 
for small scene sizes. However for larger scenes this term results in a space varying defocus 
of each scatterer and further signal processing is required to compensate for this term. To 
remove the RVP term the signal is passed through a dispersive filter. Equation (2.17) is Fourier 
transformed and then multiplied with an RVP compensation term given by 
SRVP(f) = eP 	 (2.18) 
and then inverse Fourier transformed. The result of the dechirp processing after RVP compen-
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using a binomial expansion and retaining only the linear terms as shown in appendix A, we can 
approximate 
(Ii - 1) 	
(Xt + XI) Efl 
= x 	 (2.20) 
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where r is the position vector for the scatterer relative to the scene centre, so that equation 
(2.19) can be written as 
roe 
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where 
- 2ir 
k(t,i) = 	(f+2  (_ h)). 	
(2.22) 
C 
Re-writing equation (2.19) in this way it can be seen to take the form of the Fourier transform 
of the scene and k is said to be the Fourier kernel. The result of this dechirp processing is 
that the scene can be reconstructed by taking a 2D inverse Fourier transform (1FF), this can be 
implemented efficiently using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). This algorithm is referred to 
as the rectangular format algorithm since the data is stored in a rectangular matrix format for 
use in the FFT used to reconstruct the scene. With the summed returns for each pulse forming 
a row within this matrix. Therefore to perform the IFT the FF1' processor simply performs 
two separate ID IFT operations, one along the rows of the matrix and the second down each 
column. 
Since a linear approximation was used in this derivation the result • is not exact. The linear 
approximation is only valid for small scenes relative to the round trip distance 1 1 and for large 
chirp carrier frequencies with low reconstructed image azimuth resolutions, f = 10 6Hz and 
81r = 0.5 m for example. For scenarios where this is not the case the approximation will 
result in space variant defocus of scatterers in the reconstructed scene, ie. scatterers will be 
defocused by an amount dependant upon their position within the scene. Scatterers displaced 
in the range direction will be blurred in the azimuth direction and scatterers displaced in the 
azimuth direction will be blurred in both range and azimuth directions. The further a scatterer 
is from the scene centre the greater the degree of defocus [1, 21. 
For acceptable image quality the phase error for a scatterer near the scene edge is usually limited 
to and the resulting limit on the size of scene that can be imaged is given by [1,2] 
26, 6, 	 282 
JxI< 	A 
(2.23) 
Assuming 0.5m resolution in both the range and cross range directions and a 10 6Hz centre 
frequency, the maximum scene size which can be processed using the RFA with no noticeable 
defocus is a 33.33m x 33.33m square. This small scene size makes rectangular format pro-
cessing unsuitable for most high resolution SAR applications, however the RFA is simple to 
understand and implement and as a result requires little computation power compared to many 
SARIFPs [1,2]. 
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2.4.2 Polar format 
The polar format algorithm (PFA) as discussed in [1,2,30-33] is a commonly used method 
in SAR image reconstruction since it is relatively simple, building on the theory of the REA, 
yet achieves high quality images while being computationally efficient to implement. The 
PEA recognises that the errors in the RFA are introduced due to the rectangular data storage 
format. The PEA can be explained in terms of the projection slice theorem [1, 30-32], the 
transmitted chirp pulses form slices of the target scene in the Fourier domain. A consequence 
of this is that the location of the obtained area in this domain referred to as k-space, is a polar 
arc .offset from the polar origin by the chirp carrier frequency and the bistatic look direction, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.10. The area collected along this line centred around the carrier frequency 
is determined by the chirp bandwidth. 
Figure 2.10: Polar format sampled area of k.space. 
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The result of storing the data in this polar format can be seen in Figure 2.11 where the figure 
shows the result of equation (2.19) fora. single scatterer displaced in the range direction beyond 
the maximum allowable scene size for the RFA. This results in a single sinewave being present 
in the complex signal collected, this single frequency when JFT'd will result in the location of 
the scatterer within the scene. However as a result of the collection grid being on polar axes 
the peaks and troughs of the sinewave are curved, when processed using the RFA this spread 
of frequencies results in defocus. Careful examination of Figure 2.11(a) shows slight curvature 
of the dark bands which is most noticeable at the top and bottom of the plot where a horizontal 
line is present providing a reference. When the data is correctly stored in the polar format this 
defocus is not present, as shown in Figure 2.11(b). 
Similarly the magnitude of the collected complex radar signal for a single scatterer displaced in 
the cross range direction, stored in rectangular and polar formats is shown in Figure 2.12. The 
effect of the polar distortion can be seen in Figure 2.12(a) at the left and right edges of the plot 
where the slope of the dark bands are visible, this effect has been removed by using the polar 
storage format as shown in Figure 2.12(b). 
In order to make use of the FFT to form the reconstructed image the sampled phase history 
which lies on points on a polar grid needs to be resampled onto a regular rectangular grid. Since 
this is the required data format for the most efficient FFT algorithms, however FF1 algorithms 
which use other sample grids for input data do exist [34-36]. This resampling or interpolation 
process is a potential source of errors for the PFA since resampling near the data boundary is 
error prone, hence window functions are often employed to reduce the significance of these 
points in the FF1' resulting in lower scatterer sidelobe levels. Resampling in the PFA is often 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 2.11: Shape of sinusoidal waveform, due to a scatterer displaced in the range direction 
beyond the inaxitnum scene size for REA, in different storage formats. (a) RFA. 
(b) PFA. Figure adapted from. [I]. 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 2.12: Shape of sinusoidal waveform due to a scatterer displaced in the cross range 
direction beyond the maximum scene size for RPA, in different storage fonnats. 
(a) RFA. (b) PFA. Figure adapted from [I]. 
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performed using the keystone interpolation method [1,2] where the 2D resampling operation is 
performed as 2 separate 1D resampling operations, this is discussed further in Section 2.5. 
The resolution achievable using the PEA is dependent upon the extent of the sampled area of 
k-space as shown in Figure 2.10. The greater the extent of this area, the finer resolution can be 
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The PEA corrects for the linear component of migration through range cells (MTRC) [37-39] 
which arises as a result of the varying range from the radar platform to the each scatterer dur -
ing the SAR data collection interval. As the radar platform traverses the synthetic aperture, at 
each pulse repetition interval the range to each scatterer in the scene varies, when this variation 
in range is greater than the range resolution of the system the scatterer is said to migrate into 
another range cell. If MTRC is not compensated for then the spread of scatterer energy over 
different resolution cells causes image defocus. Different SAR IFPs compensate for varying 
orders of MTRC with improved image quality for IFPs which implement more complete com-
pensation for MTRC. RFA compensates only for the linear terms in slow time and scatterer 
position within the scene of MTRC. PEA compensates for the full slow time variation in range 
but only compensates for the linear component of scatterer position within the scene. Algo-
rithms are present in the literature that overcome this weakness of the PEA, for instance the 
image defocus due to uncompensated MTRC can be corrected using a spatially varying filter 
for every pixel in the SAR image [40-42]. However this type of processing requires additional 
computational load which makes implementing the version of the PFA described less appealing 
when compared to other JFPs based on a more complete mathematical solution to the problem. 
However the PFA is based on the plane wave approximation and hence still leads to blurring 
errors when the target scene size is comparable to the stand-off range. In a similar manner to 
the RFA the uncorrected phase errors, which are the result of the uncorrected components of 
MTRC, result in a defocusing in images of large scenes at high resolutions particularly at close 
stand-off ranges. The limit on the maximum scene size that can be processed using the PEA 
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while keeping the uncompensated phase error below is given by 
IxI = lI =5xl/! 	 (2.31) 
For a 10 GHz, 0.5 m resolution SAR system operating at a stand-off range of 20km this results 
in a maximum allowable scene size of approx. 1155 m x 1155 m to ensure minimal defocusing 
of scatterers within the scene due to approximations inherent in the PFA. 
The PFA is the main algorithm used throughout this thesis for image reconstruction for the 
reasons stated previously. 
2.4.3 Range migration 
The range migration algorithm (RMA) as discussed in [2, 14, 43-45] is a Fourier imaging 
method like the RFA and PFA, however it does not rely on the plane wave approximation 
that is implicit in these two algorithms. In addition the RMA compensates completely for the 
MTRC problem, therefore the RMA does not demonstrate the same spatially variant scatterer 
defocus seen in SAR images formed using the RFA or PFA.. 
The first stage of processing in the PFA is to deramp the received LFM chirp signal with a 
reference signal based on the time of flight to the scene centre which varies on a pulse to pulse 
basis, this process deramps the received LFM chirp in both the range and azimuth directions. 
Whereas the deramp processing in the RMA is performed using a reference signal which is 
based on the time of flight to a line through the scene centre parallel to the flight path of the 
platform. 
siine(t, 0 = A0.rect 	c i 
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where r3t and r,r are the distance to the line through the scene from the transmit and receive 
platforms respectively. Therefore 
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where 1 1 = rt + r, and I = T3t + T sr. After RVP processing the input to the RMA algorithm 
is given by 
( - ( k)) 	(fc+2(i))(lrls) 	 (2.34) s(t, 1) = (At.Ao) .cx.rect 
The first stage of the RMA is to perform an azimuth Fourier transform, this brings the signal 
phase history into the frequency (in range) - spatial-frequency (in azimuth) domain which is 
called the w - k domain, in fact the RMA is often referred to as the w - k algorithm [2,43]. 
This azimuth Fourier transform can't be performed analytically and analysis using the principle 
of stationary phase is performed to determine the result of the azimuth Fourier transform. 
Srma (Xa , kr ) = (At .-AO) .a.rect (((
xt txr ) - xac)) 
rect 	) ejkr_rs) (2.35) 
-. 	
- 	LSAR 	 TP 
where 
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In the w - k domain equation (2.35) is multiplied by a 2D matched filter to remove the range 
curvature for the scene centre scatterer. The 2D matched filter is given by 
MF(k, kr) = 	kr + r - x 	 (2.37) 
Since the range curvature correction is only exact for the scene centre, the residual range cur-
vature is removed by Stolt interpolation. This interpolation from k, kr to k1 , k is performed 
by a change of variables 
ky - 	- x 	 (2.38) V r  
Before the Stolt interpolation the samples in k, kr lay on uniform sample points defined by 
lines of constant k, and k, which translate into points lying on circles is k, k sampled uni-
formly in the kx direction. After the Stolt interpolation the sample points lie on uniformly 
spaced points on a rectangular grid in k, /c within the boundary of the region of k-space. 
At this stage all that needs to be done to form an image of the scene is to perform a 2D FFT on 
the regularly sampled data. However in the RMA different scatterers occupy different areas of 
k-space as shown in Figure 2.13, therefore to ensure all scatterers have a common point spread 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 2.13: Areas of k-space Jhr different scatterers within a scene of interest when using 
RMA (a) location of scatterers within scene. (b) sampled areas of k-space for 
each scatterer 
all the scatterers in the scene when performing the FFT, in a similar fashion to the PFA. The 
choice of the area of k-space to use for the RMA is non-trivial and comes down to application 
specific preferences, for instance since using a limited region of the data lowers the achievable 
resolution it may be preferable to have the full resolution allowed at the expense of having a 
different psf for each scatterer. In addition to this issue, the RMA requires data which is not 
dechirped in the azimuth direction. This means that the input data to the IFP must have a higher 
azimuth sample frequency than would be necessary for a deramp on receive system. 
The RMA is a more complicated IFP than the RFA or the PFA and as such is more difficult 
to implement in an actual radar system. However the RMA is a more general solution to the 
SAR IFP problem since it does not rely upon the plane wave assumption. Hence RMA does not 
suffer the image quality degradation or the image distortion experienced using PFA for large 
scene sizes imaged at low stand-off ranges. 
2.4.4 Chirp scaling 
The chirp scaling algorithm (CSA) as discussed in [2, 13,46] is a computationally efficient vari-
ation of the RMA which only requires FFTs and complex multiplications, 110 interpolations are 
necessary. CSA approximates the Stolt interpolation of the RMA by an FFT and multiplication, 
due to this approximation the CSA doesn't completely compensate for MTRC and hence expe-
riences image degradation and distortion in a similar way to the PFA for large scene sizes [2]. 
The CSA operates on chirped data in the range direction and azimuth motion compensation 
is performed to a line, in the same way as the RMA this means that the azimuth chirp is still 
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present on the input data. The CSA is a wavenumber domain algorithm since it operates mostly 
in the wavenumber or spatial-frequency domain. 
Azimuth FF1' 
1st phase correction - Chirp scaling operator 
Range FFT 
2nd phase correction - Range matched filter 
Range IFFT 
3rd phase correction - 2D phase compensation 
Azimuth IFFT 	- - 
After range compression each scatterer follows a hyperbolic path through the scene due to the 
variation in range over the aperture length. The nonlinear component of each scatterer's path 
is range curvature and the variation in range curvature across the scene is differential range 
curvature. The CSA is designed to equalise the range curvature of all the scatterers in the scene 
such that a space-invariant matched filter focuses all scatterers. 
2.4.5 Matched filtering 
In the Fourier based JFPs considered so far in this chapter the image formation FFT has been 
used as a computationally efficient method of performing the matched filter operation require 
to form the SAR image from the collected radar returns. Matched filtering (MF) is the mathe-
matically ideal method of image formation, as a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the 
complex reflectivity function, a, (x, y) [1, 2,281. 
s(t,t) = 	 (2.39) 
TI 
where 	
= —2!7r (f Q_ 




as in equation (2.14)), omitting the pulse envelope and signal amplitudes for simplicity. 
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Assume a uniform grid of image pixels, analysing each pixel at a time assuming that there is 
a scatterer present at each pixel location, (x, y). The value of the pixel being interrogated is 
computed as a MLE of the complex reflectivity function. The MLE of the value of the pixel 
results in a least squares cost function 
N N 3 2 
= 	s(t, ) - a(x, 
y ) .e Y(tM 	 (2.41) 
i=1 j=1 
where 
= (t, ) 
	
(2.42) 
for a scatterer at r, = (x, y). 
Differentiating equation(2.41) with respect to the real and imaginary parts of a, gives 
N N 3 
SJ = 2 E E a(x, y) - s(t, E)evM 	 (2.43) 
i=1 j=1 
which when set to zero allows a solution for the least squares estimate of the pixel value to be 
found. 
N N 3 
a(x, 	
= N N3 	
s(t, I) e_itt) 	 (2.44) 
t=1 j=1 
This is repeated for all pixel locations in the image. Calculating this least squares estimate 
requires a total of 0(NNS ) computations per pixel and assuming that there are N 2 pixels in 
the image, then this leads to a computational load of 0(N 2NN 8 ) or 0(N 4 ) if we assume 
that N = N3 = N. However MF can be implemented in a more efficient manner using a 
convolution back-projection algorithm, as discussed in section 2.4.6. 
If far field or planar wave approximations are valid then the MF can be implemented in a 
computationally efficient manner using the FFT, since the approximations linearise the phase 
of the matched filter kernel. This approach is used in both the RFA and PFA algorithms covered 
in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 respectively. 
2.4.6 Convolution back-projection 
The convolution back-projection (CBP) algorithm is an entirely spatial domain imaging tech- 
nique, which achieves the image formation matched filtering without using FTs, yet is more 
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computationally efficient than the approach described in the previous section. The algorithms 
discussed in [2,47,48] are based on the tomographic back-projection algorithm. 
The received radar returns are dechirped with a reference chirp delayed to the scene centre so 
that the return from each scatterer is a sinusoid with frequency proportional to the differential 
range (rt - ro). As per the projection slice theorem [1,30], a Fourier transform (FT) of a ID 
projection of a 2D function g(x, y) made at an angle 6, is a slice through G(w, 0) the 2D FT of 
the scene g(x, y) at On,  and is given by P0 (w). 
P9 (cc) = fPo(t)e_iwtdt 	 . 	(2.45) 
So the scatterers all project perpendicularly to the radar line of sight to form the collected data 
which is a slice through the 2D FT of the whole scene. Note that scatterers will project into 
different range bins depending on the angle of the radar line of sight. A single pulse only 
resolves scatterers in range so that many scatterers occupy the same range bin as shown in 
Figure 2.14. 
Tomographic reconstruction generates an image by projecting the range only FT of each radar 
line of sight slice individually back onto the 2D grid of image pixels, hence back-projection. 
The SAR image reconstruction is performed via the following equations. Calculating PO (W) 
for every pulse angle 0 by integrating over the radar bandwidth cc1 to cc2, gives Q(t) termed the 
filtered projection. Then the SAR image reconstruction is achieved by integrating Q(t) over the 
look angle 0, where t = r cos( - 0) and (r, ) are the projection of (cc, 0) in the (x,y) plane. 
2 
Q(t) = L Po (w )I w I c _icQtdw 	 (2.46) 
r(°rn/2) 
g(r, ) = 	Q9(rcos() - 0))dO 	 (2.47) 
This process can be summarised as follows: 
I. Place image grid over (x,y) plane. 
IFT P, and place result on (x,y) plane at angle 9,. 
For every image pixel O determine the input value of the resolution cell L,, y by pro-
jecting perpendicularly and interpolating. 
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of the tomographic projection slice theorem. Each pulse contains data 
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Add this value to the existing value of 
Repeat for all P. 
Y 
Figure 2.15: linageforniation using the CBP algorithm. For each pulse interpolate the value 
of FT of P and project to the position of each image pixel in °(% y ) 12]. 
CBP is very similar to image formation using the MF approach and as such CBP is much more 
computationally expensive than many of the Fourier domain algorithms and isn't immediately 
compatible with the most common autofocus algorithms, yet it has the advantage that it doesn't 
rely on the plane wave approximation, and as no 2D Fourier transform of the data is used to 
form the SAR image all the data does not need to be collected before image formation begins. 
This allows an image to be 'grown' as more and more pulses are used to form the image the 
resolution improves, it could be desirable to start forming a low resolution image and then 
use target detection software to determine if there are any targets of interest present before 
proceeding to form a more accurate image [48]. 
Fast back-projection algorithms are proposed in [49,50], which have computational efficiency 
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gains. The idea is that back-projecting the data for four sub-images, each a quarter of the size 
of the original image only requires an eighth of the computation. Resulting in an overall com-
putational saving of a factor of two over the standard back-projection algorithm. Recursively 
splitting the image like this means that drastic computational savings can be achieved. For CBP 
the computational cost of forming an N x N image is 0 (N 3 ) where as the proposed fast CBP 
algorithm achieves the result in 0 (N 2log2 N) operations. 
2.5 Interpolation and resampling 
Modem radar systems are built using digital microprocessors rather than the analogue compo-
nents that were used in the early radar systems during the second world war. As a result all of 
the signal processing is performed on digital sampled versions of the continuous time signals 
used in the mathematics in the previous sections. A discrete sampled digital representation of 
an infinite length continuous time function takes the form 
x(t) = 	x(nt)6(t - nit) 	 (2.48) 
where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function and At is the sampling interval. As shown in Figure 2.16. 
Early information theory tells us that there is a lower limit on the number of samples that can be 
used to adequately represent the continuous time function. The Nyquist criterion dictates that 
this lower limit is reached when the digital sampling frequency is equal to twice the highest 
frequency component present in the continuous time function. 
f8 ~ 2fmax 	 (2.49) 
Provided that this minimum sampling frequency limit is observed then there is enough informa-
tion present to evaluate samples x(nt) at any value of nt [51]. If the resulting resampling 
operation increases the number of samples of x(t) then this process is referred to as interpola-
tion, whereas if the resampling results in fewer samples of x(t) then the process is referred to 
as decimation [3]. 
The process of interpolating a function 1(x) by an arbitrary factor L is illustrated in Figures 
2.17-2.18 adapted from [3]. 
The original sampled signal is shown in Figure 2.17(a) and the FT of the signal in Figure 
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Figure 2.17: (a) Sampled digital signal representation .1(x),  and (b) Fourier Tranfortn, W. 
Figure adapted from [3]. 
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Figure 2.18: (a) ZerO padded version of the sampled digital signal and (b) Fourier Transform. 
Figure adapted from [3]. 
nIL 	 IT 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.19: (a) Interpolated sampled digital signal and (b) Ideal low pass filtered Fourier 
transform. Figure adapted from [3]. 
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2.17(b). The desired increased sample frequency sampled signal is shown in Figure 2.18(a) 
where the unknown sample values are set to zero, this process is referred to as zero padding. 
The result of this zero padding can be seen in the frequency domain in Figure 2.18(b) where 
ambiguous copies of the signal occupy the spectrum. An ideal low pass filter is implemented 
around the desired part of the spectrum to remove the undesirable ambiguous copies of the 
signal as seen in Figure 2.19(b). When the IFT of the filtered signal is evaluated the result is as 
shown in Figure 2.19(a), the value of continuous time signal at each of the previously unknown 
desired sample locations has been obtained. 
The ideal low pass filter can be implemented in the time domain as the sum of scaled sinc(x) 
(or 'i(x) ) functions placed at each of the known sample points [52,53]. The multiplication of 
the FT of f(x) by the ideal low pass filter in the frequency domain can instead be implemented 
as a convolution of 1(x) with the FT of the ideal low-pass filter. The FT of the low pass filter is 
a sinc(x) function 
6 
	
x(t) 	> G.x(nt)q5(t) 	 (2.50) 
- 	 n=a 
where 	 - 
On M 
WbpAt sin (w,p (t - mAt)) 
= 	 (2.51) 
it 	w57jt—nAt) 	 - 
where C is the filter gain term and W6p is the pass band edge of the ideal low pass filter to be 
implemented. This time domain implementation of interpolation is illustrated in Figure 2.20. 
For computational efficiency and applications where the spectral purity of the interpolated sig-
nal is of less importance, the interpolation is often performed by other simpler means. Examples 
of these methods are illustrated in Figure 2.21. Some of the methods used to perform computa-
tionally cheap interpolation are filling a limited order polynomial through the known points and 
using the value of the polynomial at the desired sample locations to provide an estimate of the 
continuous time signal. Linear interpolation involves simply fitting a straight line between each 
pair of know sample values and using the value of this line at the unknown sample locations to 
estimate the value of the continuous time signal. Alternatively thesimplest method would be to 
use the value of the nearest known sample as the value of the desired sample, known as nearest 
neighbour interpolation. 
The cases considered thus far have dealt with interpolation from uniformly sampled signals to 
uniform desired sample locations. Interpolation from uniformly sampled signals to nonuniform 
desired sample locations is not significantly different from the methods described already, how- 
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Figure 2.21: (a) Polynomial approximation. (b) Linear interpolation. 
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ever interpolating from nonuniformly sampled signals is a more challenging problem. Other 
types of interpolation functions must be applied, one of the alternative interpolation functions 
which is often used in this situation is the Lagrange interpolator. The Lagrange interpolator is 
essentially a polynomial which is designed to represent each sample with a function that goes 
through zero at all other sample points [53]. 
2.5.1 Keystone interpolation 
The resampling operation required by the PFA as derived in section 2.4 is a 2D resampling 
operation, from the nonuniformly sampled polar raster to a uniform rectangular grid which is 
the format required for the most efficient FFT routines. 2D resampling requires the use of a 2D 
interpolating function instead of the ID function used in equation (2.51), this means that more 
known sample values contribute to the sum required to determine a desired sample value. The 
result is a more computationally complex resanipling procedure, where N points contributed in 
the I D case N 2 points are used for the 2D interpolation. To reduce this computational burden 
the 2D resampling required by the PFA is often performed by a routine known as keystone 
interpolation. Keystone interpolation is a two stage routine and gets its name from the shape of 
the interpolated samples at the intermediate stage. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 2.22: Keystone interpolation ,nethod. (a) Range resanipling. (b) Cross range resain-
pling. 
The two stages of keystone interpolation are range resampling and cross range resampling, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.22. The figure shows the known PFA phase history samples on the polar 
raster in blue. These samples are then resampled, dealing with only the samples on a given k 
vector at a time, in the range direction to the desired sample locations marked in red. These 
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desired sample locations are found from the intersection of each k vector with the uniformly 
spaced in range desired sample grid. 
These new samples are then resampled in the cross range direction, again only operating on 
samples on one constant-range line at a time, to the desired uniform rectangular grid locations 
marked in green. When resampling in the cross range direction the known samples are nonuni-
formly distributed, however the assumption is usually made that the samples are at least locally 
uniform. By performing the resampling as two 1D operations the computational load of the 2D 
resampling operation is reduced [1,2]. 
2.6 Autofocus 
Uncompensated nonlinear flight path error, atmospheric distortion error, airframe vibration etc. 
results in a phase error in the collected SAR data. This phase error is present in the returns from 
all scatterers and is hence a space invariant error, all scatterers in the imaged scene suffer the 
same amount of defocus due to the phase error. This is the important difference with the space 
variant errors that arise as a result of the RVP term in PFA or the uncompensated MTRC error 
present in the RFA. Since the error is common to all scatterers in the scene, the image can be 
considered a convolution of the scatterer positions with the space invariant blurring function, 
h (n). 
8, (k, n) = li(n)® s(k, n) 	 (2.52) 
where 
h(n) = IFFTj, {e3 } 	 (2.53) 
where s f (k, ii.) is the image domain data including the phase error function, s(k, ii) is the ideal 
image domain data and Ø(i) is the slow time phase error function in the frequency domain. 
This results in every scatterer in the scene defocusing, through mainlobe broadening reducing 
image resolution for low order phase error terms, and as an increase in sidelobe levels which 
shows in the image as a lack of contrast for higher order phase error terms [1,2,54,55]. 
Autofocus is a data driven technique that attempts to estimate and remove this uncompensated 
space invariant phase error, usually by exploiting the image domain data after IFP processing. 
There are many different methods in the literature to estimate and remove this error of varying 
complexity. The map drift method discussed in [1, 56] uses the holographic properties of the 
SAR data to estimate phase errors via sub-aperture image formation with evaluation of the 
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degree of shift present in the resulting sub-aperture images providing an estimate of the phase 
error of a given order. Contrast maximisation and entropy minimisation algorithms [57-59] 
use the assumption that bright isolated scatterers in the scene present the best opportunity to 
estimate the phase error function, and seek to reduce the energy in the phase error noise signal. 
However all of these algorithms have deficiencies that lead to a lack of robustness when used 
on a variety of phase errors and in most cases when there are few bright objects in the image as 
is typically the case for rural scenes [1,2]. 
Phase gradient autofocus (PGA) also uses the fact that the brightest scatterers in the image will 
have the strongest signal to noise ratio and as a result are the best scatterers to use to form an 
estimate of the error function. However many bright scatterers in the scene are sought to allow 
a coherent integration of the phase error estimate from each scatterer, increasing the robustness 
of the algorithm and reducing the effect of poorly chosen scatterers [60-62]. Therefore if bright 
isolated scatterers on separate range lines can be selected and appropriately windowed so that 
noise from other scatterers is not included, circularly rotating these scatterers to the scene centre 
will remove cross range position dependant phase terms then after inverse Fourier transforming 
the image in the cross range dimension the phase error function should be all that is present 
in the data. The gradient of the phase error function is calculated by comparing the phase of 
consecutive pulses and then coherently summing the result to determine a phase error function 
estimate. 




with 0(l) = 0. Where (k, i) is the frequency domain data including the phase error and 
- *(k i - 1) its complex conjugate, is the estimated frequency domain phase error function. 
This phase error estimate is then removed from the data 
i) = E (k, i)e 3 	 (2.56) 
where s, (k, i) is the frequency domain data including the phase error function and 	i) is 
the corrected frequency domain data, the data is returned to the image domain via an FFT in 
the cross range direction. 
The fact that the PGA uses the coherent sum of many bright scatterers in the image means that 
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the quality of the scatterers chosen is actually less important than would be expected, in fact 
results show that the algorithm performs reasonably well even on rural scenes where there are 
very few bright point like scatterers, a case which most autofocus algorithms find difficult [1,2 
The scatterer selection, windowing and error estimation and removal procedure is performed 
iteratively to remove any residual error terms, as the improved focus of the image allows a 
more accurate selection of appropriate scatterers and windowing, producing a more accurate 
phase error estimate. A common windowing process is to reduce the window width with every 
iteration of the algorithm. This iterative procedure is repeated until the estimated phase error is 
below a predetermined threshold indicating that the image quality is satisfactory. Figure 2.23 
shows the steps of the PGA in a flow chart. 
However a 'quality' phase gradient algorithm is presented in [63, 64] where the need for the 
algorithm to be iterative is removed by an initial scatterer screening phase which seeks to deter -
mine which scatterers in the scene will result in the best estimate of the phase error function by 
filtering the choice of scatterers used. Choice of scatterers is based not only on the brightness 
of the scatterer but the degree of isolation of a scatter's point spread function from those sur-
rounding scatterers. Though this 'quality' PGAs would seem to be more reliant on the presence 
of either bright or isolated scatterers in the scene, the performance of PGA when this is not the 
case is one of the algorithms main strengths and is the reason that the PGA is considered the 
dominant autofocus algorithms in most cases. 
PGA has been demonstrated to be applicable to bistatic SAR imagery as well as monostatic 
SAR [12,65] . The bistatic PFA presented in [12] performs the necessary resampling operation 
from the bistatic distorted polar grid to a parallelogram grid, which fills the sampled area of k-
space better than the rectangular grid used in the monostatic PFA. This distorts the axes in the 
image domain so that the bistatic cross range direction is aligned along the x-axis (as it is in the 
monostatic case), a consequence of this is that the monostatic PGA method of circular shifting 
individual range lines to remove the linear phase term can be implemented with no changes. 
Hence the bistatic parallelogram shaped PFA resample grid aligns with the phase error in the 
k-space domain, this alignment of the resample grid is an important stage in the bistatic PFA. 
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Input Complex Image Domain Data 
Centre Shift Largest Targets 
Determine Window Width and Apply 
Fourier Transform in Cross—Range Dimension 
(to range—compressed domain) 
Estimate Phase Error Function Across Aperture 
- IsRMS 
Phase Error 	=DONE 
Threshold 
Apply Phase Correction 
Inverse Fourier Tranform Back to Image Domain 
Figure 2.23: Flow chart describing stages qf phase gradient autofocus algorithm [1]. 
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2.7 Manoeuvring platform 
Many of the IFPs discussed in section 2.4 depend upon the assumption that the radar platform 
traverses a straight and level flight path, transmitting pulses at regular intervals. For example the 
CBP algorithm is particularly sensitive to the flight path that the radar flies, as this information 
is used during the signal processing of the algorithm. Often deviations from the straight and 
level flight path are treated as a source of error and contribute to the image focus problem that 
autofocus algorithms such as the PGA attempt to ameliorate. 
However this straight and level flight path is overly restrictive for applications where contact 
with an enemy is likely or even possible. In this type of military environment the ability to 
perform aircraft manoeuvres whilst collecting SAR data would be advantageous and help to 
increase the survivability of the radar platform. In this scenario the degree of manoeuvre that 
an aircraft can perform whilst still being able to perform SAR data collection could be a decisive 
factor in the selection of which IFP algorithm is used. 
In the PFA described in section 2.4.2, the flight path followed by the radar platform affects the 
look direction vector u and hence the location of the k-space data through the look angle U 
as described in equations (2.24) to (2.28). However in the dechirp type processing described 
the location of the k-space samples along the direction u doesn't depend on the distance from 
the scene, instead this distance depends only upon the radar centre frequency. This is because 
the dechirp reference used for the PFA is a chirp delayed by the scene centre return time . 
Therefore the main effect on the area of k-space sampled is through the look direction angle 0, 
meaning that only the along track position of the radar at each PRI time has a significant bearing 
on the SAR data collection. This allows processing of data collected from flight paths that are 
not straight and level with the PFA, provided the actual flight path is known [1,28, 66, 67]. 
For the simple case of an accelerating aircraft following a straight and level flight path in the x 
direction, the sample spacing in the kx direction will be even more irregular than in the constant 
velocity case (as illustrated in Figure 2.22). In addition the bandwidth compression that affects 




will only be a unit vector in the case of the transmitter and receiver look direction vectors 
being the same, means that the samples in the k direction will be irregularly spaced. Thus the 
resampling operation for a bistatic manoeuvring SAR system is a complex problem. 
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2.8 Three dimensional imaging 
During typical spotlight SAR image collection the area of k-space obtained is a polar arc exist-
ing on a 2D plane, this plane of data exists at the slant angle of the flight path. However before 
image formation this data is commonly projected into the ground plane so that images formed 
appear similar to an optical image taken from above the scene of interest, as shown in Figure 
2.24. 
U 
Figure 2.24: 2D polar data collection surface on the slant plane in k-space, which is projected 
into the image display frame for geometrically correct 2D image formation. 
It is because the SAR data collection surface only exists in two dimensions that the phase 
history data contains only enough information about the scene to enable images to be formed 
containing information about the scene in range and azimuth directions. If instead of collecting 
data on a 2D plane in k-space, a volume of k-space could be sampled then this would contain 
altitude information about the scene as well [68]. Since we cannot sample a volume of k-space 
with single pass spotlight SAR systems, methods of sampling more k-space than the simple 
polar arc on a 2D plane to enable altitude information to be contained in the sampled data are 
needed. This section shall cover some of the most important techniques for 3D SAR image 
formation that are present in the open literature. 
It is hypothesised that the extra information present in 3D SAR images could allow for im- 
proved ATR performance due to the additional resolvable dimension, since it is a commonly 
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held belief that the performance of ATR algorithms is aided by improving image resolution [69]. 
2.8.1 Interferometric SAR 
Instead of having only a single 2D plane in k-space containing information about a scene of in-
terest, Interferometric SAR (IFSAR) aims to extract altitude information from two independent 
planes of data. Either a single aircraft with two radar systems (separated in space) is used to 
obtain two data sets with different slant angles, or a second image is formed of the scene from 
a second pass(separated in time). These two data sets can each be used to form images of the 
scene, however each will have different properties due to the different collection geometries. 
Image domain phase shifts proportional to scene height are present in the data. The object of 
interferometric SAR is to use only the area of k-space common to both images, then interfere 
the images to determine altitude or observe changes in the scene between passes. This is es-
sential since only for significantly overlapping apertures can the clutter in the two images he 
considered coherent [1,70-72]. 
Once the two images have been formed using only the section of k-space common to both aper-
tures an additional registration of the images is necessary to ensure that features in the image 
are in the same locations in both images. This is often performed by identifying features in one 
image and calculating a mapping function necessary to ensure that the features are correctly 
positioned in both images. 
This can he performed using a similar method to the two-dimensional mapping to be discussed 
in chapter 3. Coordinates of features present in both images are obtained and then after an 
affine mapping stage, which removes the offset distance between the images and removes the 
image rotation, a Volterra series can be used to calculate mapping coefficients of the mapping 
function used to correct for local image warping. The Volterra mapping coefficients are then 
used as part of an image domain resampling operation to ensure that both images have data 
about the same points in the scene, completing the registration process [I]. 
In these images neighbourhoods of image pixels are then correlated to determine the phase 
shifts present due to the height of the terrain in the scene. This function is unwrapped to 
provide the height dependent phase function present in the images, and can then be used to 
form a three dimensional image of the scene of interest. 
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2.8.2 Stereo-SAR 
Stereo-SAR as discussed in [73,74] is a similar radar mode to IFSAR however rather than being 
used to generate a full 3D elevation map, as is the case for IFSAR, stereo-SAR is used only to 
calculate the height of features affected by the layover effect in SAR images. 
A scatterer that is raised out of the SAR image plane will have the same return time of flight as 
other scatterers which lie in the IDF. As a result of the range ambiguity the raised scatterer will 
appear in the wrong location in SAR images since it lies at the same range as other scatterers in 
the IDF, the raised scatterer will appear at a point closer to the synthetic aperture than it actually 
is [1, 73,74]. The raised scatterer appears projected onto the IDF in a direction dependent upon 
the projection illustrated in Figure 2.24. This effect in SAR imagery is termed layover. 
As the name suggests, in a similar manner to IFSAR, two different SAR images are used in 
stereo SAR. However unlike in IFSAR the more different the collection geometries of the two 
SAR images used in stereo-SAR are the better the technique works [73]. Given that the slant 
plane is at a different angle for both the SAR images used, the layover effect causes raised 
scatterers to appear at different places in the two images. Using the additional information as 
a result of having two observations of the same scene the height of laid over scatterers can be 
computed. An alternative single pass SAR algorithm for obtaining 3D terrain relief is presented 
in [75], where a squinted SAR system is considered and the elevation of a target in the scene of 
interest can be calculated using the Doppler centroid to determine the intersection of the range 
sphere, Doppler cone and the elevation plane of the radar antenna. This method is proposed as 
a cheaper alternative to IFSAR since it only requires a single antenna, however the terrain relief 
retrieved is less accurate and at a lower resolution than achieved in IFSAR. 
The fact that the two data collection geometries must be sufficiently different to give an accurate 
estimate of scatterer height in stereo-SAR places a limit on the applicability of the technique. 
For instance since bistatic SAR images have shadows, due to the look directions of the trans-
mitter and receiver, the necessity to have different geometries increases the chance that the 
scatterer of interest will be occluded by shadowing. 
2.8.3 SAR 2D aperture synthesis 
There are several methods for 3D SAR image formation described in the literature that extend 
the 2D IFPs described in section 2.4 to the case where the sampled data are a filled 3D volume 
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of k-space [76-80]. 
A 3D version of the RMA is presented in [76,77], where the data is collected from a synthe-
sised 2D planar aperture in [76] and a cylindrical or spherical aperture in [77] using a stepped 
frequency system to generate the extra dimension of the aperture, where conventional 2D SAR 
data are collected from a ID aperture. As per the 2D RMA the image domain resolutions 
are defined by the radar bandwidth in the range direction and the length of the aperture in the 









= 2 fL 
where L and L are the lengths of the synthetic aperture in the x and z directions and 5vcr S 
the resolution in the vertical cross-range (or vertical azimuth) direction. 
The 3D RMA follows the same structure to the 2D RMA, with the ID operations extended to 
2D: 
2D azimuth FFT in the x-z direction 
2D matched filter in the range - cross range directions 
Stolt interpolation in the range direction 
3D IFFT to form image. 
However as with the 2D RMA, since the algorithm takes chirped data in the azimuth and vertical 
azimuth directions as its input the high sample rate required would lead to even larger data sets 
than in the 2D case using this IFR 
A 3D polar processing algorithm for ISAR is presented in [78]. This algorithm operates on 
ISAR data collected over many different slant angles, in this way it is the same as conventional 
SAR collected with a 2D flight path. This results in a filled 3D sampled area of k-space where 
the samples lie on several of the collection planes shown in Figure 2.24. Since the resolution 
achievable when using the PFA depends upon the extent of the area of k-space sampled in both 
the range and azimuth directions, for this 3D application of the PFA the resolutions achievable 
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are demonstrated to be dependent on the extent of the 3D volume of data in k-space in the 
range, azimuth and vertical azimuth directions. 
Before a 3D IFFT is used to form the 3D image the data is resampled as is necessary for the 
2D PFA. To implement the resamplirig the polar data on each slant plane is resampled using 
the 2D keystone resampling method described in section 2.5. 1. Once the data lies on a uniform 
grid on each slant plane a resampling is performed in the k direction to provide data on a 
regularly spaced 3D rectangular grid. As with the 2D version of the PFA this method provides 
a computationally efficient method for 3D SAR image formation limited however by the plane 
wave approximation. 
A system overview and simulation results for the ARTINO (airborne radar for three-dimensional 
imaging and nadir observation) system developed at FGAN-FHR (research establishment of ap-
plied science - research institute for high frequency physics and radar techniques) are presented 
in [81,82]. The ARTINO system uses multiple transmit and receive elements spaced linearly 
along the UAV platform wing span. The radar system flies over the scene of interest and is 
capable of forming high resolution (approx. 20 cm) SAR images including height information 
about targets out of the ground plane. The simulation results presented demonstrate the concept 
and achieved image resolutions. 
2.8.4 Curvilinear SAR 
Rather than require samples from a full volume of k-space from a 2D synthesised aperture, 
algorithms are present in the literature that discuss 3D SAR image formation from single pass 
SAR systems [4,83-88]. Using conventional single frequency SAR systems it is not possible to 
sample a full volume of k-space using single pass spotlight SAR. However since the resolution 
of an image in range and azimuth depends upon the extent of the sampled area of k-space in 
the k and k directions, a 3D SAR image could be formed from a curved flight path. This is 
termed curvilinear SAR in the literature. This type of manoeuvre would sample a 2D surface 
of data points in the k-domain, with extent in all three dimensions. Since an aperture like this 
has extent in the k 2 direction it should be possible to form a 3D SAR image from data collected 
when following a curvilinear flight path. 
In [83] Knaell presents results from application of the CLEAN spectral estimation and maxi- 
mum likelihood estimation techniques to data collected from curvilinear apertures. The aper - 
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Figure 2.25: 2D surfrwe of sampled k-space by #nanoeuvring aircraft, from [41. 
tures considered vary from circular, parabolic to sinewave shaped data collection apertures. The 
results presented demonstrate that the curvilinear apertures considered preserve enough of the 
3D information about the target scene to be used for 3D SAR imaging applications. However, 
high scatterer sidelobes due to the synthetic aperture shape are highlighted as a problem. 
The use of Fourier methods for 3D target feature extraction is presented in [85]. The resolution 
and sidelobe levels of targets in a SAR image are shown to be dependent upon the synthetic 
aperture shape. Li considers the performance of FFT based image formation from orthogonal 
apertures to demonstrate poor sidelobe performance of the Fourier image reconstruction when 
compared to data collected from a full 2D aperture. The RELAX parameter estimation method 
is then used to extract the target features in the curvilinear SAR system. 
A non-iterative parametric imaging algorithm for curvilinear SAR is presented in [86,87]. The 
algorithm derived is based on using the MUSIC spectral estimation technique in the range and 
cross range directions successively. This sequential approach reduces the order of the nonlinear 
optimisation process reducing the computation cost of the algorithm. The sequential estimation 
is possible due to a decoupling of the range and cross range parameter which is valid for small 
target scenes at large stand of ranges. The results presented demonstrate lower target sidelobe 
levels in 3D SAR images formed using the algorithm than for images formed using a 3D FFT 
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directly. Simulation results presented in [88] demonstrate the performance of the algorithm 
for flight paths with linear and random aperture errors, the results show that the target location 
estimate has a slight error however the target point spread function is significantly improved 
when compared to the AUTORELAX algorithm. This improvement in performance makes the 
algorithm discussed more robust to flight path errors than other parametric image formation 
algorithms discussed in the literature. 
A method for reducing the high sidelobe levels in SAR images from sparsely sample aper-
ture, such as in curvilinear SAR is presented in [89]. Robust Capon beamforming (RCB) is 
used to suppress the high sidelobe levels for targets image from curvilinear SAR apertures as 
demonstrated in [85]. The sparsely sampled phase history data chieved using curvilinear SAR 
is shifted to the zeros in the azimuth and elevation directions by applying a phase compensation 
term, this removes the coupling between the range and azimuth / elevation parameters. The 
sample covariance matrix is calculated for samples with the same range frequency and then 
used in the non-parametric RCB spectral estimation method. Simulation results demonstrating 
this RCB-based 3D SAR imaging method show that it reduces the high target sidelobes present 
in images formed using the FFT. 
The achievable resolution for the filled k-space volume 3D SAR system is dependent upon 
the extent of the area of k-space in each of the k, k and k directions. Therefore the optimal 
curved flight path that should be followed to maximise the resolutions achievable for curvilinear 
3D SAR is examined in [4]. Image formation is performed using a CBP algorithm and simu-
lated results are presented. This demonstrates that it is possible to form 3D SAR images from 
a single pass 3D curved flight path using CBP. However the computational cost associated with 
CBP, which scales badly with scene size plus the extension of the image to three dimensions, 
motivates consideration of alternative image formation algorithms. 
If data collected following an out-of-plane nonlinear flight path were projected into the ground 
plane and a 2D SAR image formed in the conventional way, using PFA for instance, then an 
uncompensated quadratic phase error corresponding to the curvature of the flight path would 
blur the image. The amount of defocus experienced is determined by the amount of out-of-
plane motion form the radar platform. It is suggested in [4] that autofocus could be used to 
measure the quadratic phase error and hence estimate the target height, however it states that 
layover from other targets at the same range and different heights may prevent accurate height 
estimation. Layover is the effect in SAR images where targets with height out of the ground 
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plane appear at the same position as targets on the ground plane which have the same range to 
the radar. Hence two targets in physically different positions can both contribute to the same 
resolution cell due to the layover effect. 
The optimal flight path to be followed for curvilinear SAR is also considered in [90] where a 
feature-independent aperture evaluator is derived. By minimising this index, the azimuth and 
elevation flight path parameters necessary to optimise target location estimation accuracy using 
parametric methods are obtained. 
3D SAR image formation based on the assumption that the number of scattering centres in a 
scene is sparse, ie. that it is small compared to the number of pixels in the 3D SAR image 
is presented in [91]. The algorithm presented forms sub-images using small areas of k-space 
collected from a nonlinear flight path using a sparse image reconstruction method. These sub-
images are noncoherently summed to ensure that the resulting image contains the non-persistent 
scattering centres from multiple polarizations from all the sub-images. The algorithm presented 
is compared to image formation using the FFT on the sparsely sample 3D SAR phase history 
data. The simulation results presented show that the algorithm presented demonstrates im-
proved sidelobe performance. 
The extension of curvilinear SAR from the spotlight mode to a new 'composite mode' curvilin-
ear SAR (CCLSAR) is presented in [92]. This algorithm is developed to allow use of curvilinear 
SAR over large gr ound areas with faster mapping rates than in conventional spotlight curvilin-
ear SAR, in much the same way as strip-map SAR offers faster mapping rates than spot-light 
SAR. The algorithm operates in strip-map mode in the azimuth direction and in the spotlight 
mode in the elevation direction. Hence the radar platform travels in a sinusoidal pattern in the 
x-z plane along a linear path in the x-y plane, while the radar beam is steered to follow the 
straight line path on the ground as in strip-map mode SAR. Simulation results are presented 
demonstrating the achievable resolutions in all three dimensions, these results shown that the 
CCLSAR mode is capable of forming 3D SAR images with comparable resolutions in azimuth 
and elevation and claims to achieve better elevation than using IFSAR. 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter has provided an introduction to radar signal processing and the resolutions achiev- 
able in traditional radar systems. Chirped signals were introduced to demonstrate the improved 
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range resolution that can be achieved using coded waveforms. The concept of synthetic aperture 
radar was introduced and the improved azimuth resolution when compared to traditional radar 
systems was described. Several modes of SAR operation were described, including bistatic 
SAR, along with a mathematical model of the spotlight bistatic SAR geometry. The main SAR 
IFP algorithms presented in the literature were described along with the advantages and con-
straints relevant to each, particular attention was paid to the PFA as it will be used throughout 
the work presented in the rest of the thesis. 
A brief description of the principles and mathematics of sampled data systems and the re-
sampling process of interpolation were presented. Keystone resampling the commonly used 
approximation to the 2D resampling required when using the PFA SAR IFP was described. 
The dominant data driven autofocus algorithm for correction of image domain blurring, due to 
phase errors from inaccurate measurement of aircraft position or atmospheric distortion, PGA 
was presented. The challenges and advantages presented by manoeuvres performed by the 
radar platform during the SAR data collection period were discussed. 
The limitation imposed by the traditional SAR data collection geometry on the ability to form 
3D SAR images was presented. The main methods for forming 3D SAR images presented in 
the literature were presented, including the extension of some of the 2D IFPs to the 3D SAR 
problem using 2D synthesised apertures. In addition methods for forming 3D SAR images 
from single pass data collection geometries were discussed. 
This should place the contents of this thesis into context and establish the novelty of the work 
presented, along with providing the necessary theory to enable someone unfamiliar with SAR 
to understand the contents of the remaining chapters. 
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Two Dimensional Mapping Methods 
3.1 Introduction 
When implementing the polar format algorithm (PFA) a resampling operation from a polar 
raster to a regular rectangular grid is required before the collected radar data can be transformed 
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) into the image domain. This resampling operation is 
often performed by the keystone method, where the 2D resampling required is approximated as 
two separable ID resampling operations [1,2, 12]. 
This chapter presents an alternative method of performing this interpolation where the phase 
history data on a polar raster is mapped to a different domain in which the interpolation is sim-
pler. The sample points are uniquely mapped to a domain where the necessary 2D resampling 
operation is separable into two distinct ID resampling operations, and the sample points are 
unit spaced to allow the same interpolation basis function to be used at all sample positions. 
In this domain designing a 2D window to fit the data is also simpler. There are many differ-
ent ways to perform this mapping operation, this chapter covers three methods: Volterra series 
based mapping, analytic mapping and a semi-analytic mapping method, as well as describing 
two ways of implementing the interpolation. 
The general method for the nonlinear mapping techniques presented in this chapter is to map the 
k-space sample locations to a uniform rectangular grid. As a result of the spotlight bistatic SAR 
data collection process we have a set of k-space sample points {k} 1 , where k [kk]T , 
on an irregular distorted polar grid as defined by the PFA in equations (2.24 - 2.28). In order to 
allow the 2D resampiing operation, required by the PFA, to be separable into two ID resampling 
operations we seek a nonlinear mapping function to a regular rectangular grid. The target grid 
is chosen to be uniform and integer spaced for simplicity, {k'}t' where k' = [k/4]T. Each 
point in the original sample grid maps to a point in the new domain. 
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Two Dimensional Mapping Methods 
where f(.) is the nonlinear mapping function. In this domain selecting a single interpolation 
function, which goes through zero at all other known values, for all points in the data set should 
be possible where in the data collection domain this is not the case due to the irregular spacing 
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Figure 3.1: Sample and desired locations, (a) before and (b) after mapping. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates this process, the k-space locations of the phase history samples are shown 
in Figure 3.1(a) as blue circles lying on the polar raster shape with the samples on each pulse 
lying on a straight line in this case at approximately 450  The desired sample positions for use 
in the FFT, shown as red crosses, form a regular rectangular region surrounding the sampled 
phase history. 
The method of selecting these desired sample locations chosen for the results presented in this 
chapter is to determine the maximum sample density in both the k and k r,, directions of the col-
lected data samples. The desired grid is then simply a rectangular region encompassing the col-
lected data points, with the sample spacing matching the sample densities already determined. 
However this method is not the only suitable method of selecting the desired sample locations, 
the mapping methods presented in the following chapter could just as easily be implemented 
for a desired sample grid chosen by other means. For instance in [12] it is demonstrated that 
the result of bistatic PFA image formation can be focused using the PGA algorithm, provided 
that the PFA interpolation is performed to a parallelogram shaped grid where the principle axis 
is in the direction given by half the bistatic angle, /* Therefore in practice it may be preferable 
to select a different desired sample grid than that used in this chapter, however for simplicity 
and ease of understanding a rectangular grid encompassing all the collected data points shall be 
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used throughout this chapter. 
After determining the mapping function required to map the known sample positions to a reg-
ular rectangular grid, the desired samples are mapped to the same domain. This is shown in 
Figure 3.1(b) where the known phase history sample locations (blue) now lie on a regular inte-
ger spaced rectangular grid, the axes on this plot show that the sample positions now range from 
I to N the number of pulses and from I to N the number of samples. The desired samples 
(red) have been mapped to the same domain and now no longer lie on the original regularly 
spaced grid, the desired sample grid has been rotated and distorted and the sample spacing is 
irregular in both dimensions because of the mapping. The interpolation process is performed 
in this domain. 
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows, three mapping methods developed are presented 
and demonstrated through simulation results, the advantages of each method is discussed. Two 
different approaches to performing the interpolation will be presented and demonstrated, the 
relative merits of each is discussed before the performance of the overall mapping and inter-
polation process is compared to the performance achievable using the keystone interpolation 
method on simulated manoeuvring platform bistatic SAR data. 
3.2 Volterra series mapping 
As discussed in the previous section, the general method for the nonlinear mapping techniques 
is to map the k-space sample locations to a uniform rectangular grid. We have a set of k-space 
sample points {k}f', where k = [kk,] T , on an irregular distorted polar grid. We require a 
nonlinear mapping function, f(), to a regular rectangular grid; 
k' = f(k) 
	
(3.2) 
One method for finding this nonlinear mapping function is to use a Volterra series.As discussed 
in section 2.8.1 a Volterra series can be used to approximate a general mapping function, and 
can be used to map identical features in two SAR images to the same position as part of the 
image registration problem in IFSAR. A second order Volterra series, described here for illus-
trative purposes; 
= a + acjk + aik + a00k + aoikk + 	 (3.3) 
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= b + b0k,, + biky + book + boi kx ky + 	 (3.4) 
can be written in matrix form. The target grid is chosen to be uniform and integer spaced for 
simplicity, {k'}' where k' = [kk , ] T. Each point in the original sample grid maps to a 
point in the new domain, therefore for each point we write equations (3.3) and (3.4) for the 
Volterra series mapping the k-space to the uniform grid. 
lal
ao 
ic,,2 ky2 k 2 kx2ky2 k 2  H 01 
14 	1 Ic,, 1 kyi k,,2 1 kxi kyi  iCy2 1 1 
aoo 




Each of these equations has six unknowns however since (in general) we have many points (ie. 
N > 6) we cannot therefore find an exact solution. Instead we must aim for a least-squares 
solution, which gives the mapping coefficients, a, required to map the sample locations to the 
desired grid as 
k'=K.a 	 (3.5) 
a= [KT K]KTkI 	 (3.6) 
These coefficients are then used to map the desired grid to the same space. Once this mapping 
has been performed the interpolation can be performed in this domain with the advantages 
described previously. Although this method is capable of mapping the sample grid to the desired 
locations, to reduce the computation time only up to third order terms have been retained in 
the Volterra series. This means that the mapping performed is not as accurate as could be 
achieved using this method. To compensate a linear mapping is performed prior to the nonlinear 
mapping. 
k'ajr fine = S + Tk 	 (3.7) 
A linear mapping can be found by principle component analysis (PCA) and independent com- 
ponent analysis (ICA). PCA is a decomposition of the matrix T into a diagonal scaling matrix 
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A and a unitary rotation/reflection matrix V 
k'ajiine = s + Tk 
	
(3.8) 
= s+VA'k 	 (3.9) 
PCA can be seen as a combination of shift s, stretch A — ' and rotate/reflect V. To calculate this 
linear map compute the mean; 
m= 	 (3.10) 
and the covariance;. 
C = 	- m) (k - m)T 	 (3.11) 
Eigenvalue decomposition (Principle Component Analysis) then provides the scaling and rota-
tion elements; 
C=VAVT 	 (3.12) 
A final rotation matrix can be implemented to rotate the image by the mid-pulse angle. This 
linear mapping procedure rotates and shifts the k-space samples to a shape similar to that ob-
tained when performing monostatic broadside SAR imaging, this limits the complexity of the 
problem that the Volterra series is used to solve, therefore improving the quality of the map 
while only using lower order terms in the series. 
Therefore the mapping operation using the Volterra mapping algorithm consists of performing 
a linear (or affine) mapping of the known k-space samples and the desired sample grid, then 
these sample locations are used as the input to the Volterra mapping stage which completes 
the mapping. The interpolation required by the PFA is then performed in this mapped space. 
Therefore equation 3.2 can be rewritten as a two stage process as follows; 
k'affin e  = f(k) 	 (3.13) 
= f(k' affi ne ) 	 (3.14) 
3.2.1 Results 
The Volterra series based mapping method was implemented as a MATLAB simulation and 
has been tested for a variety of system geometries. The mapping stages are illustrated in Figure 
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3.2 for a bistatic SAR system with approximately 60 ° bistatic angle and approximately im 
resolution. Figure 3.2(a) shows the collected and desired sample grids in k-space, where the 
collected phase history samples are shown in blue lying on the distorted bistatic polar raster and 
the desired sample positions for use in the PFA image formation FFT form an integer spaced 
regular rectangular grid surrounding the known samples. 
Figure 3.2(b) shows these sample points after the initial affine mapping stage, the axes show 
that these points are in the affine mapped space, where the collected phase history samples have 
been rotated to lie on the k.-axis. The outline of the known sample grid appears approximately 
rectangular, due to the linear mapping's rotation and scaling operations which have removed 
the mean and covariance of the samples: However the bistatic distortion of the sample grid has 
not been removed so the blue sample grid is not quite rectangular, the slight curvature of the 
grid can be seen on the left and right hand edges. The effect of the affine mapping can also be 
seen looking at the desired sample positions (red). 
The bistatic distortion seen on the known sample grid in Figure 3.2(b) is removed by the 
Volterra series mapping operation and the final collected samples can be seen to lie on a unit 
spaced rectangular grid in Figure 3.2(c). The figure axes show that the sample points are now 
in the mapped space where the interpolation will be performed. The mapped phase history 
sample points (blue) range from 1 to N, the number of pulses, in the k direction and from I 
to N, the number of samples on each pulse, in the k direction. The effect of the final map-
ping stage can also be seen on the desired sample grid (red) which now appears less rectangular. 
It can be seen from these results that the initial linear mapping stage the collected (blue) sample 
points have been rotated to lie on the k axis and their outline appears approximately rectangu-
lar, due to the linear mapping's rotation and scaling operations. However the bistatic distortion 
of the sample grid has not been removed, this happens during the Volterra series mapping op-
eration and the final collected samples can be seen to lie on a unit spaced rectangular grid. The 
effect of the final mapping stage can also be seen on the desired sample grid which now has a 
more irregular appearance. 
The rms error introduced as a result of the mapping process can be calculated by 
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Figure 3.2: Sample and desired locations (a) bejhre mapping, (b) after linear mapping and (c) 
after nonlinear Volterra mapping. 
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MN 
error =>Ek'u — k ij 
/ error 
error,., = V NM 	 (3.15) 
where k' 3 is the target grid and klij is the actual mapped grid. The rms error provides a 
measure of the accuracy of the mapping operation, it represents the average distance of the 
mapped points from their desired position 
For the example shown in Figure 3.2, error,,, = 3.2874 x io— . This represents 3/100ths of 
the desired sample spacing: This rrns error can be compared to the error in the keystone inter -
polation method where the assumption of local uniformity of the samples during the azimuth 
resampling process is made. For typical parameters of a I  resolution SAR system operating 
in the X-band at a stand-off range of 20km, the error in this assumption during the keystone 
resampling is approximately 4.0525 x 10-6.  However this is only for the non-manoeuvring 
platform case, for the manoeuvring case this approximation will become increasingly inaccu-
rate,for instance the rms error for the keystone resampling is approximately 5.8778 x 10-3  for 
10 ms -2 along-track acceleration. 
The rms error calculated after the mapping procedure is completed may be used to determine 
if the Volterra series used to perform the mapping was of a high enough order, allowing a re-
calculation of the mapping coefficients using a higher order Volterra series if an unsatisfactory 
level of accuracy is achieved by the Volterra mapping. 
3.2.2 Discussion 
The Volterra series mapping method has been demonstrated to perform a mapping of the col-
lected bistatic SAR data sample points to a 'regular rectangular target grid. Using the mapping 
coefficients calculated during this process the desired sample points, for use in SAR image for -
mation via the FFT, are mapped to the same domain. The results presented indicate that for 
bistatic PFA sample grids a third order Volterra series provides an accurate mapping method. 
The Volterra series provides a general method for mapping any sample grid regardless of it's 
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complexity, to the desired grid. Using the Volterra series it is theoretically possible to map any 
grid onto a regular rectangular grid provided enough terms in the Volterra series are retained. To 
this end the mapping operation can be made to be self-calibrating, using a measure of mapping 
performance such as the rms error to determine if higher order terms are required. 
However in the SAR application the collected sample grid has limited complexity. The samples 
on a given pulse must lie on a straight line in k-space for example, where the Volterra method is 
able to cope with a grid without this restriction. The Volterra series mapping method provides 
a greater flexibility than is required by the problem it is being applied to, therefore it should 
be possible to use this limited complexity to perform the mapping with a simpler mapping 
function, this idea will be developed further in the next two sections of this chapter. 
3.3 Analytic mapping 
The second method of performing the mapping operation is based on the observation that the 
equations used to define the phase history sample locations in k-space are performing a map-
ping. Before the position of the samples in k-space are determined a particular sample can 
be considered defined by which radar pulse the sample belongs to and its position in the fast 
time samples of that pulse. At this point the pulse number and fast time sample number can be 
considered the indices of a matrix, with each pulse a separate row in the matrix. The samples 
are then mapped onto the polar grid to determine their position in k-space. The samples of the 
collected bistatic SAR data are located in k-space on a distorted polar raster given by; 
k=w(ut ii, ) 	 (3.16) 
where 
4 
[ft + 2t (t - (rot() 
+ 	
(3.17) 
where k is the sample location in k-space, 6 t is the unit vector in the direction of the transmit 
platform from the scene centre, fi , is the unit vector in the direction of the receive platform 
from the scene centre, ft is the radar centre frequency, u is the the chirp rate, ro t and TOr are 
the ranges from the transmit and receive platforms to the scene centre respectively, t is the slow 
time variable and I is the fast time variable [1,2, 12]. 
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By recognising that the phase history data samples can be considered as matrix elements or 
points on a regular rectangular grid, before being mapped to their position in k-space, then 
this mapping can be analytically inverted to determine the position of the desired samples in 
the domain that the interpolation is performed in. However this inversion is only likely to be 
possible for simple flight paths, so to begin with a bistatic system with linearly accelerating 
transmit and receive platforms shall be considered. This can be represented as 
xt = xto + vt ((i_1)FRI)+at i1)pRI) 2 
	
Xr = X rO + Vr ((i 1)PRI) + 	- 1)FRfl 2 	 (3.18) 
where Xt is the position of the transmit platform, XtO is its initial position, Vt is the Velocity of 
the transmit platform and at is its acceleration (similarly for the receive platform x etc), i is 
the pulse number in the SAR data collection period and FRI is the pulse repetition interval. 





- (xtox + vtx t + att2 ) + (xo + Vrxt + armt2 ) 
= tan(0) 	 (3.20) 
- (xto + vty t + aty t2 	 t2 ) + (xroy + Vryt + ary ) 
where 8 is the bistatic look angle. After cross multiplication and grouping of terms of the same 
order 
11 1 	r 	 1 
+ art) + -(at + ary) t 2 + (vt + Vrx) + 	+ vry) t 
y 	J 	L 	 v J 
+ [(Xtx 
	kx  
+ xrx) + + xry ) I = 0 	(3.21) 
y J 
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where 
A = 	[(at. + arx) +(at + 	 (3.22) 
 kx ky 




C = (xtx+xrx)+(xty+xry) 
More typically given that for SAR a straight and level flight path is used, we could assume no 
accelerations and calculate t using 
-+ xrx) + 	+ xry)j 	
(3.23) 
[(vtx -+ Vrx + 	+ 	 -. 
to calculate a noninteger pulse number i for the desired samples. Then using 
Xtnew = xc + vt(imew 	
1 
1)PRI + 	- 1)PRI) 2 	(3.24) 
where Xtnew is the location of the transmit platform relating to the noninteger pulse number 
new, a similar result can be written for the receive platform. 
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[ 1 twc 	
(3.28) 
where the size of the scene being imaged is D metres in both x and y directions. 
Equations (3.21) and (3.28) give the necessary equations to exactly map the known sample 
locations in [kr, ky] to the integer spaced regular rectangular grid given by [i,j], and using the 
same equations the desired sample locations necessary for use of the FFT can be mapped to the 
same domain. 
3.3.1 Results 
The result of implementing this mapping method on the same I m resolution, 600  bistatic angle 
simulated SAR data set used to demonstrate the Volterra series mapping is shown in Figure 3.3; 
Again the result of the mapping can easily be seen, the known sample points lying on a regular 
rectangular grid and the desired samples mapped to an irregular grid. 
The rms error of the mapping operation was calculated in the same manner as before and for 
the analytic mapping operation illustrated in Figure 3.3, CTTOTDmS =3.7208 x 10-13.  Since the 
analytic inversion is an exact mathematical inversion of the original mapping function this error 
figure represents the arithmetic rounding error from the simulation process. 
3.3.2 Discussion 
An analytic inversion of the implicit mapping operation used to calculate the sample positions 
of SAR data sets has been derived. Simulation results demonstrate that this is an accurate 
method for performing the mapping operation. 
In addition to this, performing the mapping in this way is a more tailored solution to the SAR 
interpolation problem than the Volterra mapping method, since it exploits the inherent structure 
of the problem. The known sample positions all lie equally spaced along a limited number of 
radial lines, with an additional scaling of the sample spacing which varies for each radial line. 
Using this structure allows for very accurate mapping of the sample positions, as demonstrated 
by the calculated rms error presented. - 
However the derivation presented in this section only considers a constantly accelerating plat- 
form. If a variable acceleration or some other irregularity was included in the data then this 
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Figure 33: Sample and desired locations (a) before mapping and (b) after analytic mapping 
operation. 
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analytic inversion needs to be performed for even higher order terms, it would then become 
very difficult to perform an analytic inversion simply due to the mathematical complexity that 
it would create. Since the application considered for this task is SAR imaging and it is known 
that many SAR systems employ complex pulse repetition sequences (known as 'pulse jitter') 
and with a varying radar centre frequency to counter jamming (known as frequency agility) [7], 
these features make this analytic inversion a much more difficult task than in the simple case 
presented. 
3.4 Semi-analytic mapping 
Since a full analytic inversion of the mapping which defines the PFA is not always achievable 
an alternative method of performing the inversion was sought. This method is described as a 
semi-analytic mapping since it relies on the same principle as the analytic inversion, however 
the inversion itself is performed using.an  interpolation procedure to determine the noninteger 
desired sample positions in the mapped domain. 









k=Lou 	 (3.30) 
k=wIuIiI (3.31) 
where il t is the unit vector in the direction of the transmit platform, ii is the unit vector in the 
direction of the receive platform and u is the bistatic look vector. Therefore u is a function of 
the bistatic look direction 9, given by half the bistatic angle. 
cos C 
u = 	 (3.32) 
sin  
To be more explicit the k and k- sample locations are given by; 
k= [k I (3.33) ky   
where the subscript i indicates the pulse number and the subscript j indicates the frequency 
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sample number. Then the integer pair [i,j] define a uniform rectangular grid. Equation (3.33) 
provides a nonlinear function mapping points on the uniform grid at [i,j] to points in k-space 
[kr , k]. To form images using the FFT we need to map points on a nonuniform grid ink-space 
[kr, 1c] onto the space defined by [i, j], therefore we need to invert the nonlinear mapping 
function given in equation 3.33. 
	
k=f([]) 	 (134) 
= f'(k) 	 (3.35) 
J 
In some cases with simple geometry, this mapping can be inverted to provide a mapping func-
tion that can be used to map the polar raster to a uniform rectangular grid and for the desired 
rectangular grid to the same spacer This analytic inversion- is not always achievable but in these 
cases the inversion can be performed by way of utilising the intermediate function 8. 
(ux@) ) 




where n(t) is the x-component of the bistatic look vector and u(t) is the y-component of 
the bistatic look vector. 9 provides the mapping from k,,k y to pulse number for the collected 
samples, if this function is up-sampled then it can be used to perform the mapping operation 
for the desired sample locations, giving the noninteger pulse number i. As illustrated in Figure 
3.4(a) the function 9 yields a noninteger value of i for a k,/4 position not lying on the original 
sample grid. The same operation of up sampling the data and interpolating gives the values of 




giving the noninteger frequency sample number j, for the desired sample locations. Again as 
illustrated in Figure 3.4(b) a chosen sample point not lying on the original sample grid is used 
to obtain the sample number for the chosen point. 
3.4.1 Results 
This semi-analytic mapping method has been implemented in MATLAB and the results of per- 
forming the mapping on the I  resolution, 60° bistatic angle, simulated SAR data used in the 
M. 
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Figure 3.4: Upsa,npled (a) angle and (b)frequencvfunctions.  A chosen k,kprovide the pulse 
number of the point. Then using this pulse number the frequency function call be 
produced which provides the sample number for the given frequency 
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previous two sections are shown in Figure 3.5. 
The rms error of the semi-analytic mapping operation was calculated to be, error,., = 0.0046. 
The semi-analytic mapping result shown in Figure 3.5(b) looks unlike the results presented 
for the previous mapping methods, this is because the interpolation required to perform the 
mapping for the desired points outside of the collected area of k-space is impossible, therefore 
these samples have been mapped to (0,0). This means that the full area of the mapped space 
doesn't have the same outline as for the previous mapping methods. 
3.4.2 Discussion 
A semi-analytic inversion of the k-space sample locations within the PFA has been derived and 
demonstrated to perform an accurate mapping from the k-space sample locations to the desired 
interpolation domain, where the 2D interpolation from the known to desired sample locations 
is separable This semi-analytic mapping is a more robust and versatile version of the analytic 
mapping presented in the previous section. 
3.5 Comparison 
In this section the three mapping algorithms developed in the previous sections are compared, 
along with the keystone resampling method, to evaluate the mapping accuracy achieved by 
the mapping algorithms in different bistatic SAR simulations. When comparing the mapping 
algorithms, in addition to the previous discussion of mapping accuracy and generality of the 
algorithm , it is important to note that the accuracy which the mapping is performed to is 
only one of the properties of the method that is of interest. The computational complexity 
of the algorithm is also an important property. The computational complexity of the three 
mapping algorithms and the keystone resampling method is analysed, to determine which of the 
algorithms are computationally less intensive along with which parts of the mapping algorithms 
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Figure 3.5: Sample and desired k-space locations (a) before and (b) after semi-analytic map-
ping operation. 
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3.5.1 Computational cost 
There are many different possible ways of evaluating the computational complexity of an al-
gorithm, the method used in this section follows the method used in [2], a simple computation 
count was performed for each of the mapping methods. For the purposes of this operation count 
the number of floating point real number additions and multiplications were counted, with an 
addition or multiplication being considered a single operation. A single complex operation 
is considered to be a single radix-2 FFT butterfly, this consists of one complex multiply and 
two complex additions, this equates to four floating point multiplications and six floating point 
additions. This means that a simple conversion of ten floating point operations per complex 
operation can be used [2]. 
Using this analysis the complex operation count, Gift, for a power of 2 FFT is given by 
Cjp = () 
109N 	 (3.38) 
and the computational cost to perform an interpolation, C,,, for N output points is given by 
= () [(Lf - 1) DSR + 1] 	 (3.39) 
where, L1, is the length of interpolation filter used and, DSR, is the downsample rate of the 
interpolation procedure [2]. 
Performing the Volterra mapping as described in the previous section requires an affine mapping 
and the Volterra mapping to be performed. These two mapping operations can be broken down 
into several processing stages, the affine map requires calculation of the mean and covariance 
Of the input sample points, then an eigenvalue decomposition is performed. The .Volterra series 
mapping coefficients are calculated by a least squares estimate as in equation 3.6. 
Table 3.1 shows the computation count for each of these stages, based on a third order Volterra 
series being used for the mapping procedure. The table also shows the number of floating 
point operations for typical simulated parameters with N sample points , where N = NNs, 
ie. the number of pulses multiplied by the number of fast time samples on each pulse and 
Nr = N = 250, hence N = 62500 samples in Tables 3.1 to 3.4. 
This computation count shows that the most computationally intensive part of the Volterra map- 
ping method is the least squares estimate of the Volterra mapping coefficients. This operation 
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Volterra mapping stage Computation count Floating point operations 
(millions) 
Calculate mean and covariance 6N 0.375 
Eigenvalue decomposition 24N 1.500 
Affine map 19N 1.188 
Least squares estimate 260N + 36324000 336.592 
Total floating point operations 309N + 36324000 339.655 
Table 3.1: Floating point operations count for the Volterra mapping method, N = 62500. 
is computationally intensive due to the requirement of calculating the inverse matrix [KTK]_l 
a computationally demanding operation for a large matrix. 
Performing the analytic mapping as described in the previous section can be broken down 
into repeated calculation for each desired sample position of noninteger pulse number, 
transmit and receive platform positions at this time in the flight path, Xtnew and Xrnew, the look 
direction vector at this position, lul, and finally the calulation of the noninteger sample number 
:1. 
Table 3.2 shows the computation count for each of these stages in the mapping procedure along 
with the number of floating point operations associated with each stage for the typical simulated 
number of samples as described previously. 
Analytic mapping stage Computation count Floating point operations 
(millions) 
Calculate ON 2.500 
Calculate Xtnew and Xrnew ON 2.500 
Calculate lul 52N 3.250 
Calculatej 37N 2.313 
Total floating point operations 169N 10.563 
Table 3.2: Floating point operations count for the analytic mapping method, N = 62500. 
When analysing the computational cost of the analytic mapping method, there are no large 
matrix inversions or transpositions as in the Volterra mapping. Therefore the computational 
cost of implementing the analytic mapping method is approximately equal for each stage of the 
mapping. 
The semi-analytic mapping method may be expected to perform similarly to the analytic method 
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in this computational cost analysis since it is based on the same principles. However unlike 
the analytic mapping where the algorithms consists of multiplications of each sample point, 
the semi-analytic mapping is achieved using repeated interpolations to determine the pulse 
and sample number for each desired sample point. The stages that the semi-analytic mapping 
method is broken down into for the purposes of this computational cost analysis are calculating 
and interpolating the intermediate function 8, calculating and interpolating the value of the in-
termediate look direction vector lul. then calculation of the noninteger pulse number i, and the 
noninteger sample number j. 
Table 3.3 shows the computation count for each of these stages in the mapping procedure along 
with the number of floating point operations associated with each stage for the typical simulated 
number of samples as described previously. 
Semi-analytic mapping stage Computation count Floating point operations 
(millions) 
Calculate and upsiniple 0 52VN 0.013 
Calculate and upsample Jul 7l/ 0.018 
Obtain i 54N 3.375 
Obtain  72N 4.500 
Total floating point operations 126N + 123vW 7.906 
Table 3.3: Floating point operations count for the semi-analytic mapping method, N = 62500. 
The upsampling operations in the semi-analytic mapping method are relatively efficient due to 
the use of bilinear interpolation, the most computationally intensive stages of the semi-analytic 
mapping are the look up operations performed while determining the noninteger pulse and 
sample numbers, i and j. 
The keystone method can be broken down into two main stages, fast time and slow time resam-
pling operations. Both of these operations can in turn be split into three main processing stages, 
calculating the length of the sample vector in the given direction, calculating the equation of 
the line the samples lie on and finally calculating the intercept points of the known and desired 
sample grids. 
Table 3.4 shows the computation count for each of these stages in the mapping procedure along 
with the number of floating point operations associated with each stage for the typical simulated 
number of samples as described previously. 
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Keystone method stage Computation count Floating point operations 
(millions) 
Calculate radius 18N 1.125 
Calculate line equations 5N + 5V'N 0.314 
Find intercepts 6N 0.375 
Calculate length 20N 1.250 
Calculate line equations 5N + 5-,./N 0.314 
Find intercepts 6N 0.375 
Total floating point operations GON + iOv'N 3.753 
Table 3.4: Floating point operations count for the keystone method, N = 62500. 
Similarly to the analytic mapping method, determining the desired resampling positions for 
the keystone interpolation method relies on simple addition and multiplication operations. To 
calculate the intersection of pulse lines with constant range spacing lines for instance. There 
are no single processing stages that are particularly computationally intensive and the compu-
tational cost of the keystone method is approximately equal for both the fast time and slow time 
resampling operations. 
3.5.2 Mapping accuracy 
The three mapping methods developed were used to perform the mapping in three different SAR 
simulations, the rms error was calculated to determine how accurately each mapping algorithm 
was able to perform the mapping. Third and fourth order Volterra series were both used to 
perform the mapping to determine if any improvement in mapping accuracy was achieved using 
a higher order Volterra series to perform the mapping. The three SAR scenarios each with 
approximatelyim range and azimuth resolution are: a non-accelerating bistatic SAR system 
with bistatic angle, /3 = 900, a constantly accelerating monstatic SAR system with at = ar = 
20mr' and lastly a bistatic SAR system with an accelerating receive platform with bistatic 
angle, /3 = 90°, at = 0mC 1 and a = 20mC 1 . 
The error in the azimuth resampling operation in the keystone resampling method is due to the 
assumption that the azimuth sample spacing is uniform. The azimuth sample spacing doesn't 
vary significantly from the monostatic to the bistatic case, therefore the estimated error is the 
same for monostatic and bistatic cases. For reference, the approximate error in the azimuth 
resampling operation is 3.4652 x 10 5 for the non-accelerating case and 1.1908 x 10_2  for the 
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accelerating case. 
Another measure of the computational complexity of each mapping method is to measure the 
time taken to perform the mapping operation. The MATLAB simulations of each of the map-
ping methods used to produce the results presented in this section were timed. The result of 
this timing along with the rms error results are shown in Tables 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. These timings 
can only be taken as a guide to the time taken to perform the mapping using each mapping 
method, since the MATLAB code used is unoptimised and can vary significantly depending 
upon successful use of vectorisation in the implementation. In addition some algorithms are 
easier to efficiently program, for instance the matrix operations involved in the Volterra se-
ries mapping provide an efficient way to implement that algorithm. However this may cause 
disparity between the algorithms purely because of ease of programming. 
Mapping method rrns error time taken (s) 
3rd order Volterra series 3.2874 x iO 0.395726 
4th order Volterra series 3.2874 x iO 0.827689 
Analytic 3.7208 x 10-13 5.358786 
Semi-analytic 0.0067 98.699925 
Table 3.5: rrns error and computational speed for each of the mapping methods for a non-
accelerating historic SAR scenario, fi = 900, at = ar = 0ms. 
Mapping method rms error time taken (s) 
3rd order Volterra series 0.1439 0.467348 
4th order Volterra series 0.1439 1.036017 
Analytic 3.4288 x 10_ 1 3 6.876574 
Semi-analytic 0.0096 159.856984 
Table 3.6: rms error and computational speed for each of the mapping methods for an accel-
erating monostatic SAR scenario, 0 = 00, at = ar = 20ms 1 . 
Mapping method rms error time taken (s) 
3rd order Volterra series 0.0394 0.427685 
4th order Volterra series 0.0394 0.935402 
Analytic 0.3757 5.885312 
Semi-analytic 0.3831 138.876770 
Table 3.7: rms error and computational speed for each of the mapping methods for an accel-
erating bistatic SAR scenario, /3 = 900, at = 0ms 1, ar  = 20msT 1 . 
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The mapping accuracy of the Volterra mapping algorithm is good for the non-accelerating 
bistatic case, for the accelerating bistatic case the performance is considerably worse however 
this error still represents approximately a 4% error in the mapping operation. The performance 
of the Volterra mapping algorithm in the accelerating monostatic case is worse again, repre-
senting approximately a 15% error in the mapping. 
The anlaytic mapping algorithm provides accurate mapping in both the non-accelerating bistatic 
and the accelerating monostatic cases, however the algorithm provides poor mapping accuracy 
for the accelerating bistatic case where the resulting error introduces a significant error into 
the resampling operation. The mapping accuracy of the semi-anlytic mapping algorithm is 
similarly poor for the accelerating bistatic case, but is accurate to approximately 1% of the 
sample spacing in both the other cases. 
The timing results presented in Tables 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show that the Volterra mapping algorithm 
is the fastest in each of the scenarios considered, with the fourth order Volterra series taking 
longer to compute than the third order series. The analytic mapping method is slower than the 
Volterra series mapping but faster than the semi-analytic mapping in each case. The efficient 
vectorisation of the Volterra mapping algorithm is a possible source of this computational speed, 
where the analytic mapping has not been as efficiently implemented: The times taken by the 
semi-analytic mapping are significantly greater than for the other methods mainly due to the 
look up operations performed as part of this algorithm. 
3.5.3 Discussion 
Computational cost analysis of the three mapping algorithms developed in the previous sections 
of this chapter has been presented. This computational cost analysis shows that the analytic and 
semi-analytic mapping methods are less computationally complex than the Volterra series based 
mapping method. One of the reasons for this reduction in complexity is the more specific nature 
of these algorithms which are designed solely for application to the accelerating bistatic SAR 
PFA resampling problem, where as the Volterra mapping is a more generally applicable method 
of performing mappings. 
Results showing the tars error in applying each of the mapping methods to various SAR sce- 
narios have been presented. These rms error results show that for the examples considered no 
improvement in mapping accuracy is gained by using fourth order terms in the Volterra series. 
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The rms error results show that the analytic mapping algorithm performs extremely accurate 
mapping except in the case of the accelerating bistatic SAR example where the rms error repre-
sents an unacceptably large error in the mapping which is sure to corrupt the content of resulting 
SAR images. The Volterra mapping and semi-analytic mapping algorithms both perform well 
for the non-accelerating bistatic SAR, however each of these algorithms fails in either the ac-
celerating monostatic or bistatic SAR examples, though the degradation in mapping accuracy 
for the Volterra series based mapping algorithm is less than for the other two methods when it 
performs poorly. 
Determining the necessary balance between computational complexity and accuracy is beyond 
the scope of this section and is application specific. For instance a specific radar system may 
present the pilot with real-time SAR imagery and in these cases the accuracy of the mapping 
operation might be less important than the computation time taken to present the image to the 
pilot. However in a ground station solution where the time taken to form the image is of less 
importance, a more accurate solution might be preferable. 
3.6 Interpolation 
The motivation for performing the mapping operation is that after mapping the interpolation 
can be performed in a domain where this procedure is simpler. In the mapped domain the 
interpolation is separable into two ID interpolations, interpolating from a regular rectangular 
grid to an irregular grid of desired sample locations. Two different methods of performing this 
interpolation are discussed in this section, an input centred method based on oversampling the 
input data in both dimensions to calculate each output sample, and an inverse method using an 
output centred method to calculate each output sample from the contribution from every input 
sample, termed as such since it is the inverse of the method used for the oversampling method. 
3.6.1 Oversampling 
One method of performing the interpolation necessary for use of the FFT is to increase the 
sample density of the data on the regular rectangular grid to such a degree that a known sample 
value corresponds to every desired sample position. To do this a limited length sinc(x) function, 
scaled to the value of the sample, is placed in each of the known sample positions as described 
in section 2.5. The data is then evaluated as the sum of all these sinc(x) functions in a given 
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direction (vertical for instance) at positions on a much finer grid, this process is then repeated 
in the other direction (horizontal). 
N Nd 




Znm = > > Znjsinc(k, - 	 (3.40) 
j=1 712=1 
where A is the sample value and the subscripts i,j refer to the i,jth sample, k and 	refer 
to the locations of the samples in the mapped k' domain and the subscripts n, in refer to the 
n, mth desired sample, Z is the interpolated sample value, there are NM input samples and 
NdMd output samples. 
After this operation the phase history data is sampled on a regular rectangular grid with a 
higher sample density in both directions. However without a nearly infinite sample density it 
is unlikely that these new samples will coincide with all the desired sample locations, so either 
the nearest sample can be selected or a linear interpolation performed between the two nearest 
samples to obtain the value of the desired sample. 
3.6.2 Inverse method 
An alternative method of calculating the value of desired sample points can be implemented 
as follows. Instead of upsampling to a more dense data set, the distances of a desired sample 
point from all known sample locations (in the mapped domain) in the k[, and directions are 
calculated. The value of the basis sinc(x) interpolation function for all these distances is then 
calculated and the value contributed to the desired sample point from each known point is the 
product of the two values. 
X 	 H 12112 - 	x - & xnm  
Y 12777 = K' - 1€' 	 (3A1) Y 	ynm 
Znm = Siflc(X 77 )sinc(Y 71 ) 	 (3.42) 
where kx and k are coordinates of the ii, mth sample in the mapped k' space, K and K's, 
are matrices of the coordinates of the known samples in the mapped k' space, Xnm and Y12,, 
are matrices of the distances from the n, mth sample to all the known samples in the x and y 
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directions respectively, and Z nm  is the interpolated value of the m, mth desired sample point 
This has been termed an inverse method because the interpolation is calculated in the opposite 
way to the oversampling method, ie. rather than evaluate the contribution of a single known 
point to all desired points, a single desired point is calculated from all known points. This type 
of method can also be referred to as output centred interpolation since the value of the desired 
output samples are calculated one at a time. 
3.6.3 Comparison 
A bistatic SAR image formation simulation was performed using the Volterra series mapping 
method to perform the mapping and using both of the interpolation procedures described in this 
section. When implementing the oversampling method of interpolation the oversampling rate 
selection was problematic. As described previously, a higheç oversampling rate increases the 
chance of points on the desired grid coinciding with points on the higher sample density known 
values grid, however high oversampling rates require large amounts of memory for the inter -
polation procedure, often exceeding the computational memory available. The oversampling 
rate was fixed at 16 times oversampling, this is clearly not the infinite oversampling desired, 
meaning that linear interpolation between the nearest known sample points is necessary. 
Results from the simulations performed are included in Figure 3.6. The image formed using the 
oversampling method shows a residual blurring error near the edges of the imaged scene. This 
error is not due to inaccuracy in the mapping method, as it would be present in both images if 
this were the case. The error shown is due to the limit on oversampling rate. The oversampling 
interpolation method is introducing a quantisation type error into the image formation process. 
As the oversanipling rate is reduced, the space between the two samples selected for linear 
interpolation increases, resulting in a less accurate value for the desired sample. This error 
varies for each sample and has a greater effect on the interpolation of signals which have a 
high frequency than on low frequency signals. This is why the blurring in the results shown 
is greatest nearest the scene edges. Scatterers near the scene edge induce a higher frequency 
sinewave in k-space than scatterers near to the scene centre, therefore the error introduced by 
the interpolation process causes greater blurring of these scatterers. This means that unless a 
higher than practical upsampling factor is used there will always be parts of the resulting images 
that will be subject to blurring. 
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Figure 3.6: SAR images formed using the PEA after mapping using the analytic mapping 
method using, (a) the oversampling method, (b) the inverse interpolation ,nethod. 
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The memory requirements of the two interpolation methods differ, the oversampling method 
is memory intensive due to storing all the intermediate sample positions before performing the 
linear interpolation. The first oversampling operation increases the size of the data set by the 
oversampling factor, this larger data set is then oversampled a second time resulting in a much 
larger data set ie. for an MxN grid with an oversampling rate R over the number of stored 
samples N50  increases twice; 
stepl N3 t0,d = (Rover M)N 
step2 : N3 t 07.th = (Rover! ) (Rover N) 
=> N tor d = R er MN 	 (3.43) 
Since the inverse method doesn't store any intermediate results the data set does not grow in 
this way. The number of computations necessary for the inverse method is also lower than 
for the oversampling method, by approximately the oversampling rate, since the additional 
linear interpolation adds little compared to evaluating the interpolation functions at all the extra 
oversample points. In addition to the improved accuracy in interpolation of high frequency 
signals giving better focused images, the inverse interpolation method provides a better method 
for performing the interpolation procedure required. 
3.7 Simulation results 
When considering manoeuvring aircraft it is important to understand the effect that the ma-
noeuvre has on the sampled area of k-space obtained. A simple manoeuvre to consider is a 
circular turn, typical of a SAR system mounted on a jet aircraft. The circular turn gives the 
aircraft a significant component of its velocity in the direction of the scene centre, how does 
this affect the sampled area of k-space? 
The area of k-space sampled during the data collection procedure is determined by; 
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so the radial lines of the distorted polar raster are determined by the bistatic look angle, and 
the distance of the samples along these radii are determined only by the radar parameters. 
This is because the distance to - the scene centre is removed as a reference on receipt. Thus 
only the along track position at a given pulse time has a significant bearing on the sampled 
area of k-space. Therefore it is not necessary to determine exact manoeuvre geometries, it is 
enough to consider the case where transmit and receive platforms have significant along track 
accelerations, to determine the effect of irregular sampling on the image formation process. 
The irregular nature of the bistatic look angle for this case means that the sample spacing in 
k-space is more irregular than for the simple straight line constant velocity flight path normally 
considered for spotlight SAR. 
A 2D bistatic SAR simulation where the receiver flight path can be varied was developed. This 
allows the effect of both bistatic angle, /3, and receiver acceleration, a,- to be observed. Each - 
simulation with a different mid-pulse bistatic angle (0 = 0°, 300,  601 , 90°) was repeated for 
different receiver accelerations (a,- = 0, 10,20,30 ms -2 ). The radarparameters used in the 
simulation are shown in Table 3.8. The data is then processed according to the PEA using the 
semi-analytic mapping method where the interpolation is peH'ormed using the inverse interpo-
lation routine. 
Radar Parameters Radar Parameters 
f=10GHz B=600MHz 
i's = 0.41667 MHz Tp = 600bL 5 
PRF = 0.041667 kHz R0 = 15 km 
Vt = 1),- = 150 ms 1 
Table 3.8: Radar parameters used forbistatic SAR simulation. 
3.7.1 Results using mapping method 
The simulation was performed as described above for 0 = 0° ie. the monostatic case. Figure 
3.7 shows the image formed with a,- = 10 ms-2 and also the point spread function (psi) of a 
target displaced in the x-direction as it appears in SAR images formed when the receiver plat-
form acceleration is varied. 
Figure 3.7(a) shows the SAR image reconstruction of the target scene which consists of three 
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Figure 3.7: (a) Image formed using mapping method for j3 = 0 0  and (b) psf for varying re-
ceiver acceleration. 
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point targets, one at the scene centre, one displaced 15m in the y-direction and one displaced 
15m in the x-direction. The colormap shows the magnitude of the reconstructed SAR image on 
a logarithmic scale with the pixels with the greatest magnitude shown in red, and lowest magni-
tude pixels in dark blue. Figure 3.7(b) shows the value of the resulting images at a slice through 
the azimuth sidelobe structure of the target displaced in the x-direction. The figure shows that 
the psf of the scatterer displaced in the x-direction doesn't change significantly when the re-
ceiver acceleration is varied. There is a slight improvement in resolution with the accelerating 
platform causing the scatterer mainlobe to be slightly narrower than for the non-accelerating 
case. This slight increase in resolution is due to the receiving platform traversing a slightly 
longer flight path due to the acceleration. The high sidelobe in the result for a,. = 30 ms -2  
is due to the scatterer being too near the scene edge and aliasing of the induced sinewave oc-
curring. This is due to the variation in sample density throughout the area of k-space, sample 
density determiñës the highest frequency sinewave that can be supported and hence how large 
a scene can be imaged. This variation in sample density leads to a lower scene size than can be 
imaged at lower accelerations without aliasing occurring 
Figure 3.8 shows the SAR image reconstruction of the target scene formed with 3 = 30" and 
a,. = 10 mr 2 and also the psf of the target displaced in the x-direction as it appears in SAR 
images formed when the receiver acceleration is varied. Figure 3.8(a) shows the same three 
targets with a rotated sidelobe structure due to the bistatic angle. Aliasing can be seen to occur 
before it would be expected to, for instance at approximately (x,y) = (-20,-1) where sidelobe 
content appears at an artificial scene edge. This appears because of the variation in k-space 
sample density as before. Figure 3.8(b) shows the value of the images at slices through the 
azimuth sidelobe structure of the target displaced in the xdirection. The psfs show the same 
improvement in resolution due to acceleration as seen in Figure 3.7(b) and the sidelobe levels 
of the psfs are also noticeably higher than those in Figure 3.7(b), this is noticeable in Figure 
3.8(a) as poorer image contrast. 
Figure 3.9 shows the SAR image reconstruction of the target scene formed with 3 = 60 1 and 
a,. = 10 ms -2 and also the psf of the target displaced in the x-direction as it appears in SAR 
images formed when the receiver acceleration is varied. Figure 3.9(a) shows the same three 
targets with a rotated sidelobe structure due to the bistatic angle. Again aliasing can be seen to 
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Figure 3.8: (a) Image formed using mapping method for 13 = 300 and (b) psf fior varying 
receiver acceleration. 
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occur before it would be expected to, for instance at approximately (x,y) = (-25,0). Also bright 
spots in the aliased sidelobes can be seen, for instance at approximately (x,y) = (-5,-25), it is 
thought that these are due to the combination of the aliased sidelobes at points where they are 
unsupported by any of the sample densities present. Figure 3.9(b) shows the value of the im-
ages at slices through the azimuth sidelobe structUre of the target displaced in the x-direction. 
The psfs show the same improvement in resolution due to acceleration as seen in Figure 3.7(b) 
and the sidelobe levels of the psfs are also noticeably higher than those in Figure 3.7(b), this is 
noticeable in Figure 3.9(a) as poorer image contrast. 
Figure 3.10 shows the SAR image reconstruction of the target scene formed with fi = 900 and 
= 10 ms -2 and also the psf of the target displaced in the x-direction as it appears in SAR 
images formed when the receiver acceleration is varied. Figure 3.10(a) shows the same three 
targets with a rotated sidelobe structure due to the bistatic angle. Again aliasing can be seen to 
occur before it would be expected to, for instance at approximately (x,y) = (25,20) and bright 
spots in the aliased sidelobes can be seen, for instance at approximately (x,y) = (-25,-25). The 
psfs show the same improvement in resolution due to acceleration as seen in Figure 3.7(b) and 
the sidelobe levels of the psfs are also noticeably higher than those in Figure 3.7(b). 
3.7.2 Results using keystone interpolation 
2D monostatic SAR simulations with varying platform acceleration were performed using the 
radar parameters shown in Table 3.8. Figure 3.11 shows the images formed using the keystone 
method of interpolating the irregularly sampled phase history, for receiver accelerations (a) 
= 0 ms 1 and (b) a,. = 10 ms-1 . Figure 3.12 shows the result of the simulation for receiver 
accelerations (a) a,. = 20 ms' and (b) a,. = 30 ms — '. The figures show the simulated SAR 
images of the target scene which as before consists of three point targets, one at the scene centre, 
one displaced 15m in the range direction and one displaced 15m in the cross range direction. 
The colormap shows the magnitude of the reconstructed SAR image on a logarithmic scale with 
the pixels with the greatest magnitude shown in red, and lowest magnitude pixels in dark blue. 
Figure 3.11(a) is nearly identical to the result presented in Figure 3.7 (a), with the same focus 
of the three scatterers achieved. Figure 3.11(b) show that as the platform acceleration increases 
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Figure 3.10: (a) Image formed using mapping method for 13 = 990 and (b) psf for varying 
receiver acceleration. 
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Figure 3.11: Accelerating platform, /3 = 0°, (a) ar = 0 ins- 1 , (b) ar = 10 ins 1 , images 
formed using keystone interpolation method. 
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green shape at (x,y) = (25,0). This blurring is due to the incorrect interpolation of the phase 
history data in the slow time resampling part of the keystone interpolation method. Due to 
the acceleration these samples are more irregularly spaced than in the nonaccelerating case. In 
addition the varying slow time sampling rate causes the PFA to place the scatterer displaced in 
cross range in the wrong position in the image, the target displaced in the cross range direction 
now appears at approximately (x,y) = (18,0). 
Figure 3.12(a) shows the simulated SAR image formed with ar = 20 ms -1 which shows 
that as the platform acceleration increases there is an increasing amount of energy present in 
the image blurring in the cross range direction, as the blurring present at approximately (x,y) = 
(25,0) covers a larger area of the simulated SAR image and has a greater magnitude. In addition 
the position error for the target displaced in the cross range direction is greater than in Figure 
3.11(b), the target now appears at approximately (x,y) = (20,0). - 
Figure 3.12(b) shows the simulated SAR image formed with ar = 30 ms -1 which shows even 
more image blurring in the cross range direction, as the blurring present at approximately (x,y) 
= (25,0) covers a larger area of the simulated SAR image and has a greater magnitude and also 
other blurring arefacts appear at approximately (x,y) =(-15,0),(15,0),(-15,-15) and (15,15). In 
addition the position error for the target displaced in the cross range direction is greater than in 
Figure 3.12(a), the target now appears at approximately (x,y) = (23,0). 
3.8 Discussion 
3.8.1 Summary 
In this chapter a method for performing- the polar to rectangular resampling required by the 
PFA for SAR image formation has been presented. This method aims to simplify the resampling 
process by mapping the known and desired sample points to a domain where the known samples 
lie on an integer spaced regular rectangular grid. This operation turns the irregular to regular 
grid resampling problem into a regular to irregular grid res ampling. This allows the same 
interpolation function, which goes through zero at all other known sample points, to be used at 
all sample points in the data. 
Three different methods of performing this mapping operation were derived. A Volterra series 
based mapping algorithm, using a least squares solution to a limited order polynomial to calcu- 
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Figure 3.12: Accelerating platform, 13 = 00, (a) a' = 20 ms 1 , (b) ar = 30 ms- 1 , images 
formed using keystone interpolation method. 
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late mapping coefficients used to map both the known and desired samples to the new domain. 
This method for performing the mapping is general and can map grids of arbitrary comlplexity 
. provided sufficiently high ordered terms in the Volterra series are used in the mapping. An 
algorithm was derived by inversion of the inherent mapping operation in the PFA where the 
collected data samples are mapped from a matrix of pulse and sample numbers, to the polar 
raster in k-space. This derivation lacks the flexibility of the Volterra mapping algorithm as it 
is specific to the SAR data collection geometry, this more focused approach is computationally 
simpler than the Volterra mapping method however in scenarios with particularly complicated 
platform motion the analytic inversion becomes much more complex than for simple platform 
motions. A semi-analytic mapping method was derived, which uses the intermediate look direc-
tion vector to perform the mapping in a similar way to the analytic mapping method but using 
interpolated values of this vector to perform the mapping for the desired sample positions. This 
semi-analyti& mapping method is simpler to perform than the analytic mapping method since it 
does not require an accurate mathematical representation of the platform motion. 
A comparison of each of the three mapping algorithms has been presented, this comparison 
showed that the Volterra mapping algorithm is the most computationally complex mapping 
method considered mainly due to the flexibility of the algorithm. The rms error involved in 
performing the mapping operation was calculated for different SAR scenarios and although no 
algorithm provided extremely accurate mapping for all the scenarios considered, each algorithm 
was demonstrated to perform accurate mapping in at least one of the scenarios. 
Two different algorithms for performing the resampling operation in the mapped domain were 
presented, a method based on oversampling the data and an output centred or inverse method. 
Performing interpolation using the oversampling method was demonstrated to introduce spa-
tially varying errors into the resulting SAR images and required a large amount of computer 
memory be available for storing the oversampled data. The output centred interpolation method 
does not require the same computational resources as the inverse method and was demonstrated 
to perform accurate interpolation with little impact on resulting SAR image quality. 
Simulation results demonstrating the application of the semi-analytic mapping method and the 
output centred interpolation to PFA SAR image formation for varying bistatic angles and accel-
erations were presented. These results showed that images formed using the proposed method 
contain few image artefacts from the mapping algorithm and that the method of interpolation 
was robust for various platform accelerations and bistatic geometries. Simulation results for im- 
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ages formed using the keystone interpolation method were also presented, these images showed 
that the keystone interpolation introduced significant blurring as a result of the assumption that 
the slow time resampling operation can be considered locally uniform. 
3.8.2 Applications 
In addition to providing a simple framework for the interpolation required for the PFA, the 
method described also allows interpolation of data on grids which cannot even locally be con-
sidered regular. This provides the imaging aircraft the opportunity to deviate from the fixed 
straight and level flight path normally required for SAR imaging, as deviation from this path 
simply changes the k-space sample density in the PFA. Provided the position of the aircraft 
is accurately recorded this type of sample density variation is not significantly different to the 
varying sample density of the distorted polar raster in conventional PFA. This method could 
also provide some ability to perform deliberate irregular sampling by alteration of the radar 
pulse repetition frequency as is common in many military applications where the enemy is 
likely to attempt to jam the receiving radar. This method could also provide some capability to 
perform interrupted SAR, forming images from non-continuous radar data sets. For instance 
combining the collected data from multiple imaging episodes of the same scene, either from the 
same platform or even in a multistatic operation where the data is collected by multiple radar 
antennae at different viewing angles. 
Chapter 4 
3D SAR Image Formation 
4.1 Introduction 
Spotlight SAR images are typically formed from data collected from aircraft following a linear 
constant altitude flight path. As a result of this flight path geometry the sampled area of k-space 
obtained is a 2D plane in 3D k-space, the information about the scene of interest is projected 
orthogonally onto this plane. Because of this projection 3D information about the scene is lost 
during the data collection process [1, 2], since the sampled area of k-space has no extent in the 
k2 dimension. - 
Resolution in the range direction is achieved by using high bandwidth waveforms combined 
with matched filtering, resolution in the cross range direction is achieved by synthesising a 
larger aperture in the along track direction. Hence to gain the ability to resolve targets in 
altitude, or the vertical cross range direction, a 2D aperture can be synthesised. Synthesising 
an 2D aperture in this way allows sampling of a volume of the 3D k-space, information about 
the 3D content of the scene is preserved and a 3D image can be reconstructed. To synthesise 
a 2D aperture in this way multiple passes of the scene to be imaged are required, from linear 
flight paths at varying altitudes as described earlier in the Chapter 2 [76-80]. Alternatively data 
collected from two passes from different slant angles can be combined using IFSAR [1,70-72] 
or Stereo-SAR [73,74] as described in Chapter 2. 
However in military applications making several passes of a scene of interest may put the 
radar platform at risk, hence the ability to form SAR images containing information about 
the 3D content of the scene is a useful capability. Algorithms capable of forming a 3D SAR 
image from a single flight path are described in [4,83,85-92], this method involves the radar 
platform following an out-of-plane nonlinear flight path. Performing data collection from a 
flight path like this alters the shape of the data collection surface in k-space, the degree to 
which information about the 3D content of the scene is preserved is dependent upon the shape, 
dimensions and orientation of the sampled surface in k-space. 
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This chapter presents a method of forming 3D SAR images from nonlinear curved 3D flight 
paths using the Fourier transform to perform the image formation. The non-parametric image 
formation approaches in the literature focus on using matched filtering or convolution-back 
projection algorithms which are known to be computationally intensive in 2D SAR image for -
mation, the computational load associated with these algorithms scales poorly with increasing 
scene size thus the introduction of another image dimension makes these algorithms less ap-
pealing [4]. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows; the second section describes the data collec-
tion surface sampled when following an out-of-plane nonlinear flight path along with how the 
shape of this data collection surface affects the properties of images formed when following 
this type of flight path. The third section introduces a 2D example which has the same proper -
ties as the 3D problem along with simulation results showing the resolution, position accuracy 
and point spread function achieved using different nonlinear apertures. In the fourth section 
of this chapter a 3D version of-the Volterra mapping algorithm developed in Chapter 3 of this 
thesis is derived and simulation results from using this image formation technique from a non-
linear curved 3D flight path are presented, along with results from a simpler nearest neighbour 
interpolation process. Lastly a summary of the work contained in this chapter is presented. 
4.2 3D data collection surface 
The collected SAR signal used to form an image is as derived earlier in equations (2.21) and 
(2.22) which are re-written here: 
I00 
8(k) = j (A.Ao) .rect( 
	
)) e kXd 	 (4.1) 
7; -00  
where A t and A 0 are the amplitudes of the transmitted radar waveform and the reference wave-
form used to perform the deramp-on-receive operation respectively, I is the fast time variable, 
10 is the round trip distance to the scene centre, T is the width of the transmitted pulse, x is the 
position of a target in the scene with respect to scene centre, 
When following an out-of-plane nonlinear flight path as shown in 4.1(a), which is chosen using 
the optimal flight path selection described in [4] and will be used throughout this chapter, the 
samples of this function are located in k-space on a 2D surface as shown in Figure 4.1(a), given 
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where t is the slow time variable, f is the centre frequency of the radar waveform, t is the 
chirp rate of the radar waveform used, c is the speed of light. 
k = [k 	k 	k;, ]T 	 (4.4) 
where u is the apparent look direction vector in the direction given by 0 and '. 
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Figure 4.1: (a) Curved 3D flight path, (b) resulting sampled 2D suifrice of 3D k-space. 
The resolution of the SAR image depends on the extent of this k-space data in each of the three 
k, k and k dimensions 
6. 	
27r = (4.6) 
AX 
27 = 	 (4.7) 
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2ir 
=(4.8) 
The size of scene that can be unambiguously sampled is related to the sample spacing in the 
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4.3 2D simulation of 3D data surface 
For Fourier reconstruction of the 3D scene the 2D surface in 3D k-space needs to be resampled 
to a uniform grid Of samples to allow use of the computationally efficient FFT in all three 
dimensions. Hence the 3D resampling problem has some similarities to the resampling as part 
of the PFA as considered in Chapter 3, however the resampling from a 2D surface to a 3D grid 
of points is a new problem. This resampling operation to data points off the data collection 
surface can be considered separately to the other aspects of the 3D SAR resampling problem. 
The aim of this is to answer the question, can genuine interpolation rather than extrapolation be 
performed off the sampled data surface due to the surface curvature? To aid development of 3D 
SAR imaging techniques a 2D simulation of the 3D SAR resampling problem was developed, 
this simulation is designed to mimic the off surface part of the 3D resampling. 
A simulated 2D area of k-space was generated for a simple 32m square scene containing • a 
single point target displaced from the scene centre by Sm in both directions. The sampled area 
of k-space has extent in the k and k dimensions large enough to allow a 1 m resolution SAR 
image to be formed. This sampled area of k-space is plotted in Figure 4.2(a) and the resulting 
SAR image, formed by windowing the data in both dimensions and performing a 2D FFT, is 
shown in Figure 4.2(b). 
As stated in equations (4.6) to (4.11) it should be possible to sample k-space data on two 
orthogonal slices of k-space data and still form a SAR image of an extended scene with the full 
resolution defined by the extent of the two orthogonal slices in the k and /c dimensions. The 
simple 2D area of k-space shown in Figure 4.2(a) was sampled onto an orthogonal aperture 
as shown in Figure 4.3, where the full signal in k-space is included for illustrative purposes 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.2: (a) Full sampled volume of k-space and (b) the SAR image that can he Jrined 
using this data showing the point spread function. 
only. The orthogonally sampled data is only available at sample points lying on the orthogonal 
slices (shown in white) through this area of k-space shown. The data samples not lying on the 
orthogonal aperture were set to zero, zero padding the orthogonal aperture to the same size as 
the 2D area of k-space. A simulated SAR image was formed from this data using convolution 
back-projection, the result of this image formation process is shown in Figure 4.4(a). The 
simulated SAR image formed by performing a 2D FFT on the zero padded orthogonal aperture 
data is shown in Figure 4.4(b). 
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Figure 4.3: Orthogonal sampling of k-space. 
The simulated SAR images in Figure 4.4 both place the target in the correct location within 
the reconstructed scene, in addition the target point spread function is nearly identical in both 
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Figure 4.4: SAR imagesforinedfi -om orthogonal sampled k-space data. (a) Using convolution 
back-projection, (b) using Fourier method. 
images. The psf is determined by the aperture shape, hence the psf is a sinc(x) function in 
both images. However since the orthogonal aperture shown in Figure 4.3 doesn't sample the 
full volume of k-space, as in Figure 4.2(a), the majority of the data is padded with zeros. The 
fact that the area of k-space is sampled so sparsely results in psf sidelobes that are significantly 
higher than for the fully sampled k-space area. This simulation result confirms the result shown 
in [85]. 
4.3.1 Simulation results 
The 2D simulation was extended to allow different data apertures to be used. Since the purpose 
of the 2D simulation is to aid the development of image formation techniques from 2D sampled 
data surfaces collected from nonlinear 3D curve flight paths, the apertures considered were a 
circular aperture and a semi-circular aperture. Similarly to the orthogonal aperture, the circular 
aperture samples the 2D area of k-space on a circular line with diameter matching the extent of 
the 2D k-space area, as shown in Figure 4.5(a), where the circular aperture is shown in white and 
the full area of k-space is included for illustrative purposes only. The sampled data used to form 
the SAR image is only available at points on this circle. A simulated SAR image was formed 
from this data using the convolution back-projection algorithm, shown in Figure 4.5(b). This 
image shows that despite the unconventional aperture shape the data sampled on the circular 
aperture is sufficient to form a SAR image with the same resolution as the orthogonal aperture. 
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In this case the psf is not a simple sinc(x) function, due to the shape of the data aperture. 
Figure 4.5: (a) Circular sampled k-space data, (b) SAR image formed using convolution back-
projectionfroin circularly sampled k-space data. 
In order to form an image using the FFT from the data sampled on a circular aperture, the data 
must be resampled onto a regular rectangular grid. To perform this resampling the mapping 
concepts developed in Chapter 3 are used. In this case a version of the semi-analytic mapping 
was developed. The circular aperture was split at the minimum k T value, and the circular 
sampling points mapped to a integer spaced points lying on a straight line. The angle and 
distance from the centre of the k-space data to the sample points on the circular aperture were 
used to perform the mapping of the known sample points as well as the desired sample points on 
the regular rectangular grid. After this mapping was performed, the data was resampled using 
the output centred .sinc(x) interpolation algorithm used in Chapter 3, as defined by equations 
(3.41) to (3.42). 
The result of image formation using a 2D FFT after applying this semi-analytic mapping 
method is shown in Figure 4.6(a), along side the result achieved using a simple nearest neigh-
bour interpolation algorithm to perform the interpolation without mapping, in Figure 4.6(b). 
Both simulated SAR images show the target in the correct position within the scene, as well 
as achieving the same resolution. The point spread function of the target in the image formed 
using the semi-analytic mapping algorithm is similar to that in the image using CBP, however 
the sidelobes are not symmetric. The point spread function of the target in the image formed 
using the nearest neighbour interpolation algorithm is much less regular than in either of the 
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Figure 4.6: SAR i/nages formed using Fourier method from circular sampled k-space data, (a) 
using semi-anal tic mapping, (b) using simple nearest neighbour interpolation. 
other two results. The point spread functions in the y direction of all three targets are plotted in 
Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Point spread function in the v-direction for each of the SAR image formation meth-
ods using circular sampled k-space data. 
The second aperture shape considered was a semi-circular aperture, since this is approximately 
the shape of the sampled 2D data surface shown in Figure 4.1(b). In this case the aperture was 
simply half of the circular aperture considered previously, this means the extent of the sampled 
k-space in the ky  direction is half that in the k direction. This means that the resolutions 
achievable are not equal, with twice the resolution in the y direction. The sampled area of k- 
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space and the semi-circular aperture are shown in Figure 4.8(a),where the semi-circular aperture 
is shown in white. Data is only available at sample points on this semi-circular aperture and the 
full area of k-space is shown for illustrative purposes only. The simulated SAR image formed 
using the CBP algorithm is shown in Figure 4.8(b). 
semi—circular BP image 
—[S 	—10 	—5 	0 	5 	ID 	IS 
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(b) 
Figure 4.8: (a) Semi-circular sampled k-space data, (b) SAR image formed using convolution 
back-projection from semi-circular sampled k-space data. 
The semi-analytic mapping algorithm and the nearest neighbour interpolation algorithm were 
used to form images from the semi-circularly sampled k-space data, the simulated 2D SAR 
images are shown in Figure 4.9. As in the circular aperture case all three algorithms place the 
target in the correct position within the scene and achieve the expected resolutions. As before 
the psf for the target in the image formed using the semi-analytic mapping algorithm is similar 
to the psf in the image formed using the CBP algorithm, where as the psf in the image formed 
using the nearest neighbour algorithm is less defined. The psf's in the y direction are plotted in 
Figure 4.10, where the irregular structure of the psf using the nearest neighbour interpolation 
can be seen to be lower in magnitude than the psf's using the other algorithms. 
A second simulation was performed using data sampled on a semi-circular aperture, this time 
for a point target displaced further from the scene centre. Simulated data for a target displaced 
25m from the centre of a 128m square scene was generated spanning the same extent of the 
2D k-space as before. Simulated SAR images were formed using all three imaging algorithms 
considered in the previous examples, these images are shown in Figure 4.11. The image formed 
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Figure 4.9: SAR images formed using Fourier method from semi-circular sampled k-space 
data, (ci) using semi-analytic ,napping, (b) using simple nearest neighbour inter-
polation. 
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Figure 4.10: Point spread function in the y-dire ction for each of the SAR image formation meth-
ods using semi-circular sampled k-space data. 
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before, except for fringes near the edge of the larger scene. The image formed using the nearest 
neighbour interpolation method in Figure 4.11(c) places the target in the correct location and 
has a similar poorly defined psf structure as in the previous examples, however with the addition 
of a similar effect to the CBP near the edges of the larger scene. The image formed using the 
semi-analytic mapping algorithm in Figure 4.11(b) is much poorer than the other two images, 
the target is not focused successfully and is not centred on the correct location. The psf's in the 
y direction fér the images formed using all three image formation methods are plotted in Figure 
4.12. 
4.3.2 Discussion 
A 21) simulation of the off surface resampling problem in 3D SAR image formation was devel-
oped. This simulation was performed for k-space data of a simple scene using several different 
aperture shapes. Results were presented for orthogonally sampled k-space using CBP and a 
simple Fourier image, these images confirmed that the resolution of the SAR image is defined 
by the extent of the sampled k-space in the k and k dimensions. These results also showed 
that the shape of the point spread function is the same as for the full aperture case, however the 
psf sidelobes are higher. 
A semi-analytic mapping algorithm based on the algorithm derived in Chapter .3 was developed. 
Simulated images formed from circular and semi-circular apertures using this method of image 
formation were compared to images formed using CBP and a nearest neighbour interpolation 
algorithm. Images formed using these methods were able to place the target in the correct 
position within the SAR image and the resolution achieved matched with the theory. The 
psf's of targets using these aperture shapes is less well defined than for the orthogonal or filled 
aperture cases and in the case of the nearest neighbour algorithm the psf has less apparent 
structure. These results showed that interpolation off the data collection surface is possible due 
to the curved shape of the aperture. 
4.4 31) Volterra mapping method 
The method used to perform the 31) resampling is based on the method developed in Chapter 
3. The 21) surface of nonuniformly sampled data will be mapped to a 2D plane of uniformly 
sampled points. A grid of desired sample points surrounding the known samples is then mapped 
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Figure 4.11: linagesforinedfrom semi-circular sampled k-space data with larger scene extent, 
(a) using convolution back-projection , (h) using semi-analytic mapping and (c) 
using simple nearest neighbour interpolation. 
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Figure 4.12: Point spread function in the v-direction for each of the SAR image formation ineth-
ods using semi-circular sampled k-space data with larger scene extent. 





k' - [k' 	k' k]' 	 (4.13)  x y 
the target grid W is chosen to be uniform and integer spaced for convenience. However, as in 
the 2D resampling another target grid could be chosen. For instance, a target grid aligned with 
the range, cross range and vertical cross range directions. 
An affine mapping is performed as described in equations (3.9) to (3.12), a Volterra series is 
used to perform the mapping operation, a second order Volterra series is described here for 
illustrative purposes 
k = a+aokT --alk+a2kZ +aook+ao1 	 (4.14) 
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which has a least squares solution 
a= [KTK]_'KTkX 	 (4.16) 
Performing the resampling operation in this domain has many of the same advantages as in the 
2D case; the interpolation function is identical at each sample position unlike on the original 
irregularly sampled surface. The interpolation function goes to zero at all the other sample 
positions and the interpolation separates into three ID interpolation operations. Once the inter-
polation has been performed in the mapped domain, the resampled data is Fourier transformed 
using an FFT in each of the k, k and k directions to form a 3D image of the scene of interest. 
4.4.1 Simulation results 
An orthogonal surface with extent in all three dimensions was created, the orthogonal aperture 
is selected to have nominally the same extent in each dimension as the sampled area of k-space 
from the curved flight path, as shown in Figure 4.1 which is formed using the radar parameters 
specified in Table 4.1. This orthogonal aperture is determined by projecting the curved aperture 
onto each of the k - - k 2 and k - k planes. The orthogonal aperture used is shown in 
Figure 4.13(a), where the orthogonal aperture samples are plotted in different colours to help 
illustrate the data surface. The sample points in the k - k plane are shown in green, the 
samples in the k - k plane are shown in blue and the samples in the k - /c 2 plane are shown 
in red. 
Radar Parameters Radar Parameters 
f=1GHz 
= 0.55 MHz 
13=150MHz 
Tp = 1501t  
82 =8=62 =1m D2 =D=D2 =80m 
= 15 km  
Table 4.1: Radar parameters used for 3D SAR simulation. 
The simulated sampled SAR data on the orthogonal aperture was generated for a single point 
target displaced 10 or from the scene centre in all three dimensions. The values of the data on 
the surface are calculated by; 
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area of k-space 	 Fourier image from orthogonal aperture data 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.13: (a) Orthogonal 3D sampled data, (b) image formed by Fourier transforming or-
thogonal sampled data after zero-padding. 
To perform the image formation these samples are then loaded into a matrix of zeros and Fourier 
transformed in all three dimensions using an FFT. The resulting image is shown in Figure 
4.13(b), where the plot shows the value of the full volume of the simulated 3D SAR image at 
slices through the image. The three slices are in the x-y plane, the x-z plane and the y-z plane 
and all three slices pass through the location of the target. As in the 2D example the target is 
located correctly in the scene, however since the aperture doesn't sample the full volume of 
data the point spread function takes the form of a sinc(x) function in each dimension, with 
raised sidelobe levels. 
The simulation was performed using the monostatic flight path shown in Figure 4.1(a) using the 
parameters specified in Table 4. 1, which samples a 2D surface as shown in Figure 4.1(b). In this 
case the scene of interest consisted of a single point target displaced 20 m from the scene centre 
in all three dimensions. The extent of the surface in each of the l, k and k dimensions was 
determined and the maximum sample density in each dimension estimated, these parameters 
were used to determine the desired cube grid of points to which the resampling was performed. 
The 2D surface with the desired sample points are shown in Figure 4.14. 
The affine and Volterra mapping stages discussed in section 4.4 were applied to the known 
data points on the 2D surface to determine the mapping coefficients to be used to move the 
data points from the data collection domain, to the domain in which the sampled data lies on 
an integer spaced uniform grid in the k - k plane. These mapping coefficients were then 
applied to the desired cube of points to bring them into the same domain. Figure 4.15 shows 
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Figure 4.14: Desired sample grid fully surrounding the 2D data surface in 3D k-space, sample 
grid surfaces are coloured differently to aid interpretation. The sampled 2D data 
surface is shown in blue. The desired sample grid top and bottom surfaces are 
marked in red, opposite faces are marked in green and black. 
the result of the mapping operation. The calculated mis error of the mapping operation is, 
error,,,, = 0.0874. 
After the mapping procedure the samples are interpolated using a sinc(x) interpolation func-
tion as described in equations (3.41) and (3.42), extended to perform interpolation in all three 
dimensions, This interpolation is only performed for samples nearest to the data collection 
surface, all other points are assumed to be zero valued. To perform the image formation these 
samples are then Fourier transformed in all three dimensions using an FFT. The resulting sim-
ulated SAR image is shown in Figure 4.16, where pixels with values below -12dB have been 
made transparent to allow the 3D point spread function of the target to be seen since the result-
ing SAR image contains data at all points in the 3D volume defined by the scene of interest. 
Slices through the target point spread function in each of the x - y, x - z and y - z dimensions 
are shown in Figure 4.17. These slices show that the image formation process has located the 
target at the correct location in the scene, and also show the point spread function in each plane 
in the image domain. 
in 
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Volterra mapped k-space: measured(blue), desired(red, green, black) 
Figure 4.15: Desired sample grid fully surrounding the 2D data surface in 3D k-space after 3D 
Volterra mapping, sample grid surfaces are coloured differently to aid interpreta-
tion. The sampled 2D data surface is shown in blue. The desired sample grid top 
and bottom surfaces are marked in red, opposite faces are marked in green and 
black. 
4.4.2 3D nearest neighbour resampling 
Using the same flight path and sampled data surface as shown in Figure 4.1 an alternative 
method of 3D image formation was implemented. Instead of performing the interpolation in 
the mapped domain using sinc(x) interpolation, the sampled k-space data was resampled to the 
nearest points in the cube of desired sample points using a simple nearest neighbour scheme. 
Again all other sample points in the desired sample grid are assumed to be zero valued. This 
resampled data was then Fourier transformed in each dimension using an FFT in exactly the 
same way as for the 3D Volterra mapping algorithm. 
The resulting simulated 3D SAR image is shown in Figure 4.18, where pixels with values of 
less than -12dB have been made transparent. Slices through the target point spread function in 
each of the .,r - y, x - z and y - z dimensions are shown in Figure 4.19. These slices show that 
the image formation process has located the target at the correct location in the scene, and also 
show the point spread function in each plane in the image domain. 
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Figure 4.16: 3D scatter plot showing resulting 3D SAR image using 3D Volterra mapping and 
resampling, values less than -12dB have been made transparent to aid visualisa-
tion. 
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Fourier image from curved aperture using Volterra mapping 
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Figure 4.17: Slices through full volume of the 3D SAR image formed using Volterra mapping 
and resampling, (a) x-y plane, (b) x-z plane, (c) y-z plane. 
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Fourier image from curvilinear aperture data using NN interpolation 
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Figure 4.18: 3D scatter plot showing resulting 3D SAR image using nearest neighbour inter-
polation, values less than -12dB have been made transparent to aid visualisation. 
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Fourier image front curvilinear aperture data using NN interpolation 
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Figure 4.19: Slices through full volume of the 3D SAR image formed using nearest neighbour 
interpolation, (a) x-y plane, (b) x-z plane, (c) y-z plane. 
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4.4.3 Discussion 
A method for forming 3D SAR images from out-of-plane nonlinear flight paths, using Fourier 
imaging techniques has been derived. This image formation algorithm is a 31) extension of 
the 2D Volterra mapping algorithm developed in Chapter 3. Simulation results showing that 
Fourier imaging is possible from 3 orthogonal planes of data with extent in each dimension in 
k-space were presented. These results show that the extent of the sampled surface of k-space in 
each dimension defines the resolution achievable, as demonstrated in the 21) example. 
Simulation results of applying this image formation technique to data collected from an out-
of-plane nonlinear flight path were presented, these results showed that targets in the scene of 
interest are placed in the correct position within the 31) SAR image and have the resolution ex-
pected. In addition, image formation from the same data was performed using a nearest neigh-
bour interpolation algorithm. The result of using this image interpolation algorithm matches 
the performance of the 31) Volterra mapping algorithm well. The point target in the scene of 
interest is placed correctly in the scene and the same image resolution is achieved as using the 
3D Volterra mapping algorithm. These results show that the off surface interpolation is possible 
because of the curved shape of the data collection surface. 
This method of forming 3D SAR images is simple and computationally efficient, however the 
target point spread function is irregular in shape due to the shape of the data collection surface 
and the sidelobe levels are higher than could be achieved with a sampled volume of k-space. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter a method for forming31) SAR images from 3D curved flight paths using Fourier 
methods has been presented. Collected SAR data from 31) curved flight paths lies on a 2D 
surface in the 31) k-space, this surface has extent in all three dimensions. Since image resolution 
is dependent upon the extent of the k-space data in the direction of interest, it is possible to form 
a SAR image with resolution in all three dimensions from a single flight path. 
A method for performing the necessary resampling from the 21) surface to a cube grid of desired 
sample points surrounding the data is proposed. This resampling operation is more challenging 
than in the 2D SAR case where the data lies on a plane and interpolation is performed on this 
plane. In the 3D case the resampling operation has two facets, firstly the irregular to regular grid 
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sampling problem as considered in Chapter 3 and also the additional problem of interpolating 
the data off the 2D surface to the points on the desired sample grid 
To aid development of algorithms for the 3D problem a simple simulation of the off surface in-
terpolation problem was developed. Results from this simulation were presented which demon-
strated that it is possible to resolve targets using data sampled on orthogonal lines in the 2D k-
space, the image resolution is the same as for a fully sampled k-space grid since the orthogonal 
aperture has the same extent in each of the k and k dimensions. The resulting images have 
high sidelobe levels however targets in the scene are located in the correct position. 
This simulation was then extended to consider other aperture shapps. Results from applying a 
convolution back-projection (CBP) image formation algorithm to data from a circular aperture 
in k-space were presented. These were compared to images formed using a Fourier image 
formation algorithm based on the semi-analytic mapping algorithriipresented in Chapter 3, 
where the angle and radius of the circular aperture are used to perform the mapping. Results 
were also presented for a simple nearest neighbour interpolation scheme. These results showed 
that all three image formation methods were able to place the target in the scene at the correct 
position and all three algorithms achieved similar resolutions. Similar results were presented 
using a semi-circular sampled are of k-space. Results from simulation of a larger scene showed 
that the CBP and nearest neighbour interpolation algorithms produced similar results with the 
target in the correct position, however the result from the semi-analytic mapping showed the 
target in the wrong position and very blurred. 
A 3D version of the Volterra mapping algorithm developed in Chapter 3 was derived, where 
an affine mapping and a Volterra series based mapping are performed by calculating a least 
squares estimate of the mapping coefficients used to map the 2D surface in k-space to a plane 
in the mapped domain. The target grid is assumed to be a uniformly sampled cube of data 
points surrounding the known data values. 
Results from a 3D SAR simulation were presented, firstly from a 3D orthogonal aperture which 
showed the equivalent result to the orthogonal aperture in 2D. Again the target was placed in the 
correct position with high point spread function sidelobes. This simulation was then extended 
to perform the 3D Volterra mapping on simulated SAR data from a 3D curved flight path. 
Results were presented using the 3D Volterra mapping algorithm and also a nearest neighbour 
interpolation scheme. Both algorithms placed the target in the correct position and had similar 
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In the introduction chapter the motivation behind the research presented in this thesis was dis-
cussed and the aims of the research stated. In this chapter the aims of the work will be reviewed 
based on the work presented in the previous chapters and the main acheivements of the research 
presented will be restated. 
The rest of this chapter will be organised as follows, the first section will review the aims of 
the research as discussed in the introductory chapter of the thesis. The major achievements 
of the research will be discussed, identifying the achievement of the goals set as stated at the 
beginning of the research. In the second section of this chapter the limitations of the work as 
presented are discussed and how the work is still relevent in spite of these limitations. The last 
section of this chapter will discuss possible future directions of the research presented in this 
thesis. 
5.1 Aims and achievements of the project 
The motivations behind the research presented in this thesis were to provide the ability to form 
SAR images from manoeuvring platforms, due to the added survivability this would provide 
in military applications. Due to the potential for improved survivability by pairing a passive 
receiving platform with a transmitting platform at a safe stand-off range, bistatic SAR provides 
improved survivability over traditional monostatic SAR. 
The observation was made that the conventional keystone resampling method used as part of 
the PFA made use of the assumption that the slow time resampling operation can be considered 
locally uniform, allowing use of the same interpolation function. However for manoeuvring 
radar platforms this approximation becomes less valid with increasing along track platform 
acceleration. The samples in the slow time direction are increasingly nonuniformly spaced. 
Therefore the first aim of the work presented in this thesis was to develop nonlinear mapping 
techniques to provide a simple and accurate method for performing resampling of the irreg-
ularly sampled data typically generated by bistatic and manoeuvring radar platforms. Three 
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mapping methods were developed in chapter 3 of this thesis, a Volterra series based mapping 
algorithm, an analytic mapping algorithm and a semi-analytic mapping algorithm 
A Volterra series mapping algorithm consisting of a 2D affine mapping and calculation of map-
ping coefficients of a limited order Volterra series, which are used to map the known samples 
to a domain where they are uniformly sampled on an integer spaced rectangular grid, by a 
least squares estimate is performed. These mapping coefficients are then used to map a grid 
of desired sample positions surrounding the data, with sample density equal to the estimated 
maximum sample density in each of the /c and k, dimensions, to the same domain. The ob-
jective of performing this mapping operation is to allow a simpler resampling process. In this 
mapped domain the resampling can be performed using the same interpolation function at all 
sample points in the data, where this was not possible in the k-space domain. This interpolation 
function can easily be made to go through zero at all the other known sample points. In addi-
tion, due to the mapping operation the 2D interpolation is separable into two ID interpolations. 
This method was performed on several simulated bistatic and monostatic SAR data-sets. These 
results showed that no additional benefit in terms of mapping accuracy was achieved by using 
higher than third order terms in the Volterra series used: In addition, by calculating the rms er-
ror involved in the mapping operation the results showed that the Volterra mapping algorithm is 
capable of performing accurate mapping for data collected in many SAR geometries. However, 
a computational cost analysis showed that this mapping operation is computationally intensive 
due to the requirement to calculate the inverse of a large matrix. This complexity is due to 
the generality of the algorithm and the fact that it can be used to perform accurate mapping 
of arbitrarily complex sample grids provided that terms of a high enough order are used in the 
Volterra series. 
A more limited mapping algorithm which makes use of the limited complexity of the collected 
SAR data was derived. In SAR data the samples lie on lines defined by the look direction 
vector at each pulse repetition interval, with a bandwidth compression on each pulse based 
on the particular bistatic geometry. This analytic mapping algorithm is based on inverting the 
inherent mapping operations in the PFA. The mapping method was shown to be an accurate 
method for performing the nonlinear 2D mapping operation. In addition the computational 
cost analysis shows that the analytic mapping method is more compuationally efficient than 
the Volterra mapping algorithm. However for increasingly complex platform manoeuvres the 
analytic inversion of the PFA mapping becomes extremely challenging as higher order terms 
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are required. To avoid the need for accurate description of the platform motion a semi-analytic 
mapping algorithm was derived. This mapping algorithm uses the look direction vector u as 
an intermediate function, which is interpolated to perform the mapping from k-space to the 
uniformly sampled grid. This algorithm was shown to be a robust method for performing the 
mapping operation. Although the overall accuracy achieved was not as good as the analytic 
mapping, this algorithm could be applied to an arbitrarily complex platform motion without the 
need to perform another anayltic inversion of the PFA mapping. 
The image quality achieved using the semi-analytic mapping method and the output centred 
or inverse interpolation procedure to perform the PFA resampling operation was compared to 
that achieved using the keystone resampling method for simulated SAR data from manoeuvring 
platforms. These results showed that the image quality of images formed using the keystone 
method was significantly poorer than that of images formed using the semi-analytic mapping 
algorithm. This is one of the major achievements of the research presented in this thesis. A 
robust method of forming-SAR images from manoeuvring bistatic SAR geometries has been 
developed and demonstrated to achieve better performance than the conventional method pre-
sented in the literature. 
With increased platform survivability providing the motivation for the majority of the research 
presented in this thesis, the ability to obtain information about the height of targets in a scene 
using a single SAR data collection period instead of requiring multiple passes of the scene is a 
useful capability. The second aim of this research was to develop a method of forming 3D SAR 
images from a single SAR data collection flight path using Fourier imaging techniques instead 
of the more computationally complex CBP algorithm considered in the literature. 
As part of the development of a Fourier based 3D SAR image formation processor a 2D ex-
ample which has the same properties as the 3D resampling problem was developed. Using this 
2D example the 3D SAR problem was demonstrated, the ability to resolve targets using data 
sampled on an orthogonal 2D aperture was demonstrated. Images formed in this way show the 
raised point spread function sidelobes as described in the literature. A semi-analytic mapping 
method similar to that developed in Chapter 3 was developed, using the radius and angle to sam-
ples on the data collection surface to perform the mapping. Results of image formation using 
this algorithm were presented and compared to results from applying the CBP algorithm and a 
nearest neighbour interpolation Fourier algorithm. These results showed that the semi-analytic 
mapping method was able to resolve targets with comparable resolution to that achieved using 
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the CBP algorithm as well as the nearest neighbour interpolation algorithm. Targets are placed 
in the correct position within the resulting image using all three algorithms. Results were pre-
sented for all three image formation algorithms for data sampled on circular and semi-circular 
surfaces and the resulting point spread functions compared. The Fourier methods were shown 
to approximate the CBP result, however with a more irregular point spread function, in particu-
lar the point spread function achieved using the nearest neighbour method was shown to have an 
irregular structure and high sidelobes. These results demonstrated that it is possible to perform 
interpolation off the data collection surface as required in the 3D SAR case, this interpolation is 
not extrapolation since the interpolation consists of the weighted sum of the contributions from 
several nearby samples due to the aperture shape. 
After proving this concept using the 2D example a 3D SAR simulation was developed showing 
the result of image formation from a 3D orthogonal aperture. This image showed the same 
point spread function as indicated in the 2D example. A 3D extension of the Volterra map-
ping algorithm presented in Chapter 3 was derived. In this algorithm the sampled 2D surface 
is mapped to a plane in a domain where it is regularly sampled on an integer spaced uniform 
grid. The mapping coefficients used to perform this mapping are then used to map a cube of 
desired data points surrounding the 2D surface in k-space to the same domain. In this domain 
the intepolation operation has the same desirable qualities, as in the 2D mapping case, the 3D 
interpolation is separable into three ID interpolation operations using the same interpolation 
function at all sample points, which passes through zero at all other known samples. Results of 
applying this mapping algorithm to simulated 3D SAR data collected from a 3D curved flight 
path were presented. These results showed that the algorithm was able to place the target in the 
correct position within the scene and the point spread, function achieved was plotted both as a 
3D plot and as slices through the target in each of the x - y, x - z and y - z planes. This result 
was compared to the point result of applying the nearest neighbour interpolation algorithm, 
which achieved a similar result. This result is the second major achievement of the rsearch pre-
sented in this thesis, a Fourier method of forming 3D SAR images from a sampled 2D surface 
of data with extent in all three dimensions in k-space has been developed and demonstrated to 
localise the energy from a target in the correct location within a 3D image. 
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5.2 Limitations of the project 
One of the limitations of the work presented in this thesis is that none of three 2D mapping 
algorithms developed in chapter 3 was demonstrated to perform extremely accurate mapping in 
all of the SAR data collection scenarios considered. However the simulation results presented 
for the semi-analytic mapping method showed that the algorithm is robust under a large variety 
of bistatic angles, /3 = 0°, 309,60°, 90°, and accelerations, ar = 0, 10,20,30 ms* Even 
though the rms error may seem large, the effect of this mapping error on image quality is 
shown as raised sidelobe levels which results in poorer image contrast instead of appearing as 
image artefacts, as demonstrated in images with the keystone resampling. 
A second limitation of the work presented is that results from the 2D example of the 3D SAR 
problem show that for large target displacements from the scene centre, images formed using 
the semi-analytic mapping method are poor, placing targets in the wrong position and with a 
large amount of blurring. This problem may also affect the 3D Volterra mapping algorithm, 
however it appears that the nearest neighbour interpolation is robust in these cases. As in the 
2DPFA there will be a limit on the scene size that can be imaged using the 3D version of the 
PFA, while minimising phase errors. What this limit is has not been determined. However it 
is assumed that the extent of the scene that is of interest in the z-direction will be an order of 
magnitude less than in the x and y directions. Since it is typical for spotlight SAR scenes to be 
approximately 1km in each of the x and y directions, however most targets of interest will be 
much smaller than this in the z direction, more likely a few tens of metres. 
5.3 Implementation issues 
It is pertinent at this stage to consider the possible issues surrounding implementation of the 
algorithms developed in this thesis in real radar systems. However to some extent this is a 
difficult topic to provide definite answers to, since the solution used in any real system should 
be the one which best meets the requirements of that particular radar system. Without any 
strict system requirements to work to the discussion contained in this section will consider the 
implementation of the algorithms developed in this thesis to a general radar system and try to 
cover the issues involved in the selecting which algorithms are best suited to implementation in 
a real radar system. 
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The general 2D mapping method of performing the interpolation required by the PFA for SAR 
image formation would provide a simple solution to the irregular to regular data resampling 
problem, which is often performed using the keystone resampling method. As such the 2D 
mapping algorithms could be implemented in a relatively straight forward manner simply by 
replacing the keystone resampling software with software designed to perform the interpola-
tion using the 2D mapping method. For a general implementation of the 2D mapping method 
the analytic mapping algorithm is the least simple to implement directly since this algorithm 
requires an accurate mathematical description of the radar platform flight path, as discussed in 
chapter 3. However the Volterra series and the semi-analytic mapping algorithms both provide 
a general solution to the 2D mapping problem and as discussed in chapter 3 the choice of which 
of these algorithms is best suited to implementation in a real radar system is likely to be depen-
dent upon the system requirements. The semi-analytic mapping algorithm is likely to be easy 
to implement using precomputed look-up tables and hence would most likely provide a faster 
implementation than the Volterra series mapping which involves the calculation of the inverse 
of a large matrix. 
The 3D mapping algorithm developed in chapter 4 is more speculative than the 2D mapping 
algorithms, since at present it is unclear if 3D SAR image formation from nonlinear flight 
paths has been implemented in production radar systems. However since curvilinear SAR 
does provide 3D SAR image formation from only a single pass from a single radar antenna 
equipped platform it does provide a useful capability in situations where the more conventional 
interferometric SAR would require multiple passes of the scene. The 3D mapping algorithms 
developed in this thesis could provide a simple computationally efficient method for 3D SAR 
image formation. However the most likely difficulty in operating in this mode would be the 
ability to fly along the prescribed nonlinear flight path. Since the effect of deviation from this 
flight path has not been considered in this thesis. In addition to this the 3D SAR image is 
difficult to easily represent in on a conventional radar display, this issue presents a challenging 
problem in extracting useful image about a target scene from the 3D SAR scene reconstruction. 
5.4 Future extension of the work 
There are several possible directions that this work could be extended in with further research. 
The 2D mapping algorithms have been demonstrated for manoeuvring platforms in a bistatic 
geomtery, however as suggested in Chapter 3 these mapping algorithms could be applied to 
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other irregular sampling problems in SAR. For example in military applications it is known 
that SAR systems utilise pulse 'jitter', where the pulse repetition interval is deliberately varied 
to male it more difficult for the enemy to use sophisticated jamming techniques. For instance, 
sampling the transmitted pulse waveform and transmitting it back to the imaging radar delayed 
to place false targets in the scene or to conceal targets. Deliberate variation of the pulse repe-
tition interval in this way will mean the sampled area of k-space collected will be even more 
irregularly sampled than in the accelerating platform case. Application of the mapping methods 
to the interpolation used to form images from this pulse 'jitter' would be an interesting area of 
further work. 
Another potential application of the 2D mapping work would be in image formation from in-
terrupted or discontinuous SAR data, for instance from multistatic SAR systems or multiple 
passes of the same scene by a single platform. In these situations a simple method for forming 
an image by combining the data from several discontinuous sampled areas of k-space would be 
an attractive capability. Images formed in this way might contain extra information about the-
scene of interest since some surfaces of the target will reflect more energy from certain viewing 
angles. Hence, combining the data collected from different platforms may improve perfor-
mance of ATR algorithms since a more complete picture of targets in the scene is formed. In 
addition to this it is much less likely that targets in the scene will be occluded by shadowing in 
the resulting image since the scene has been illuminated from several angles. 
The work on 3D SAR image formation could also be extended. For instance, a comparison 
of computational cost and image quality achieved using the 3D Fourier method developed in 
this thesis and using 3D CBP would be pertinent. This would help determine the quality of the 
results achieved using the 3D Fourier method. In addition to this, further investigation into the 
scene size limit in the z direction using the 3D Fourier method would be relevant in order to 
determine the range of applicability of the method. 
Another area of interesting research for the 3D SAR work would be investigating the effect of 
platform motion errors in the 3D data collection geometry. In conventional 2D SAR, platform 
motion errors are exhibited as a blurring of all the targets in the image. However this blurring 
function can be removed using autofocus algorithms as discussed in Chapter 2. An investi-
gation into how platform motion errors affect 3D SAR images and how these errors can be 
corrected using data driven autofocus techniques such as the phase gradient algorithm would 
be an important area of research, since without autofocus SAR images are generally of poor 
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quality and the ability to correct these errors would make 3D SAR from curved flight paths 
much more appealing. 
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Appendix A 
Binomial expansion of differential 
range term 
From chapter 2 the differential range term is approximated using a binomial expansion where 
11 and 10 are given by 
11 = Tt+V r  
10 = r ± ror  
where 
rt 	= Ixt — rnl 




where xt and Xr are the position vectors for the transmitter and receiver platforms respectively 
and r is the position vector of the nth scatterer in the scene of interest. 
Therefore the differential range term can be written as 
11-10 = (rt+rr)— (rot +ror) 
if (rt— rot) +(rr —ror) 
= (Ixt - Fiji - ixti) + ( IX - ri - "ri) 	 (A]) 
considering the first term of equation (A.1) for simplicity, performing a binomial expansion 
134 
Binomial expansion of differential range term 
gives 
(Ixt—rni—IxtI) = y(X_Ffl ) 2 _a 
= 
= Ixt— 2x
tr 	r - a Ix? 2 I Ixt I 
1 I2xtr + r + ) ((U (-2 ) r = 	i 	 Ix 2 	2 I (i+ 	 2 
-a 
plus higher order terms. Therefore retaining only the linear terms in this expansion 
- 	 (Ixt — rnH- IxtI)= xr--- 	 - 	(A.3) Ixt 
similarly for the receiver platform 
Xrrn 
	
(Icr - rI - X, 1)= - 	 (AA) 
l"Q I 
Therefore the differential range term can be approximated as follows 
(xt+x,-)rn 
IXt+IXrI 





The following original publications relating to this work are reprinted as an appendix 
G. Haicrow and B. Muigrew, "Nonlinear k-space mapping method for SAR Fourier imag-
ing", IEEE radar conference, RADAR 2006, pp.  384-387, April 2006. 
• G. Haicrow and B. Muigrew, "SAR 31) Scene Reconstruction Using Fourier Imaging 
Techniques", The Institution of Engineering and Technology Seminar on High Resolution 
Imaging and Target Classification 2006,   pp.  53-60, November 2006. 
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Abstract— A method for nonlinear mapping of k-space 
tmples to facilitate the two-dimensional irregular to regular 
sampling required by the polar format algorithm (PFA) is 
resented. Mapping the locations of the collected k-space 
tmples to a uniform rectangular grid and desired locations 
)vering the data region, the interpolation becomes sepa-
Lble in two-dimensions. Resulting PFA images require no 
trther processing to be displayed in the global X, Y co-
,dinates and use all the collected data. This method of 
sampling allows PEA image formation from bistatic syn-
ietic aperture radar (SAR) and also data collected from 
regular flight paths. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging a moving 
idar antenna follows a given flight path, emitting pulses 
I electromagnetic (EM) radiation. The EM pulses are 
)llected by the antenna after scattering off the terrain 
ad objects within a scene. The collected signals can be 
rocessed using signal processing techniques to form an 
nage of the scene. Fourier imaging provides a method 
I forming SAR images from collected radar data which 
oes not demand the same computational load associated 
ith other imaging methods such as matched filtering and 
jnvolution-back projection [1][2][3]. In particular the p0-
ir format algorithm (PFA) provides a simple framework 
r image formation for spotlight SAR, limited however by 
le plane wave approximation. 
'here has been an increase in research in the area of 
istatic SAR [4] [5], where the transmit and receive antenna 
re on separate platforms, typically with the transmitting 
latform at a large stand-off range. This increase in in-
rest in bistatic SAR is primarily due to the increased 
irvivability of the receive platform, which is harder to de-
ct due to it's passive role in the imaging operation. In 
lis mode of operation the locations of the collected phase 
istory samples in k-space make the two-dimensional inter -
olation required for the PFA image formation more chal-
nging than in the traditional monostatic SAR case. 
i addition to this the restriction in existing PFA algo-
thms that the receiver should fly a straight and level flight 
ath means that while imaging, aircraft are unable to per-
)rm any evasive maneuvers. If this restriction could be 
moved then the survivability of the receiving platform 
ould be further increased. 
Fig. 1. Bistatic 5AR system geometry 
II. SYSTEM GEOMETRY 
For the bistatic operation the collected radar signal, used 
to form the SAR image, is given by [6]; 
N 
s(t,i) = E A(n) e i4(fltt) 	 (1) 
n=1 
where; 
= w(t,i)x(n) 	 (2) 
and 
w(t,) = [coo +2a (_ 
rot (t)
:t)D ] 	 ( 3) 
Where there are N scatterers in the scene, A is the com-
plex reflectivity of the target, x(n) is the displacement of 
the scatter from the scene centre, t is slow time, t is the fast 
time, w0 is the radar centre frequency and a is the chirp 
rate, r0 1 (t) is the distance from the transmit platform to 
the scene centre, r0 is the distance from the receive plat-
form to the scene centre and c is the speed of light, as 
shown in Fig. 1. 
The samples of this function are located in k-space on a 
distorted polar raster given by; 





k=wu 	 (5) 
k=wIuIii 	 (6) 
where a T is the unit vector in the direction of the trans-
Lit platform, uR is the unit vector in the direction of the 
ceive platform and u is the bistatic look vector. There-
re 11 is a function of the bistatic look direction, 0 given 
V half the bistatic angle, 3. 
- 	[cas6l u=i 	I 	 (7) 
L .sInO  j 
PEA imaging requires the phase history data to be re-
nupled from the distorted polar raster onto a uniform 
ctangular grid, to allow use of the fast Fourier transform 
?FT) for the image formation. It has been demonstrated 
rnt in the case of bistatic operation better use of the data 
in be achieved by interpolating to a parallelogram grid 
)tated by the apparent look direction given by half the 
istatic angle [8]. Interpolating to this parallelogram grid 
[lows more of the phase history data to be used in the 
FT and retains the fast and slow time identities in the 
iterpolated data. This allows use of the many autofocus 
Igorithms developed for use in monostatic SAR, for exam-
le the Phase Gradient Algorithin[7], on bistatic SAR im-
ges. However this means that the resulting image needs to 
e rotated and de-skewed to achieve an image in the global 
:,y coordinate set. The proposed method aims to simplify 
he interpolation process allowing resampling from any set 
k-space sample positions to a regular rectangular region 
hat fully encompasses the data. 
III. MAPPING 
To be more explicit the k and k sample location is 
iven by; 
k= [] = wjIu(0j)Ifl() 	 (8) 
where the subscript i indicates the pulse number and the 
ubscript j indicates the frequency sample number. Then 
he integer pair [i,j] defines a uniform rectangular grid. 
lquation (8) provides a nonlinear function mapping points 
n the uniform grid at [i,j] to points in k-space [kr , ku ], on 
he distorted polar raster. To form images using the FFT 
re need to map points on the non-uniform grid in k-space 
nto the space defined by [i,j], therefore we need to invert 
he nonlinear mapping function given in (8). 
k=f([




=f -1 (k) 	 (10) 
In some cases, with simple geometry, this mapping func-
on can be inverted to provide a new mapping function 
hat can be used to map the polar raster to a uniform 
Ictangular grid and for the desired rectangular grid to be 
iapped to the same space. However for complicated flight 
aths this analytic inversion is not always achievable, but 
i these cases the inversion can be performed by way of 
tilizing the intermediate function 6. 
0(t) = tan-' (ii(t))
k1 (\ 
=taiC' 	 (11) 
k9 ) 
Where i(t) is the x-component of the bistatic look vec-
tor and i111 (t) is the y-component of the bistatic look vector. 
0 provides the mapping from k, k to pulse number for the 
original sample locations, if this function is upsampled then 
it can also be used to perform the mapping operation for 
the desired sample locations, giving the non-integer pulse 
number i, for the desired sample locations. The same op-
eration of upsampling the data and interpolating gives the 
value of the functions u(0a)I and ii(0) for the non-integer 




Giving the non-integer frequency sample number j, for 
the desired sample locations. At this point the mapping is 
complete and the interpolation can be performed. 
MOTIVATION 
Interpolation by this method has many advantages; the 
interpolation function is identical at each sample position 
unlike on the original irregular sample grid. The interpola-
tion function goes to zero at each of the other original sam-
ple positions. The two-dimensional interpolation separates 
exactly into two one-dimensional interpolation operations 
and also windowing can be applied in two one dimensional 
directions, where the window fits the data region exactly. 
Testing for interpolation points outside of the data region 
is trivial when the data lies on a uniform rectangular grid. 
Once the interpolation has been performed in the mapped 
space, the resampled data is processed as normal using the 
PEA. The resulting image requires no further processing to 
be displayed in the global X,Y coordinates, because of the 
chosen desired grid. 
In addition to providing a simple framework for the in-
terpolation required for the PEA, the, proposed method also 
allows interpolation of data on grids which cannot even lo-
cally be considered regular. This provides imaging aircraft 
the opportunity to deviate from the standard straight and 
level flight path normally required for SAR imaging. Since 
deviation from this path simply changes the k-space sam-
ple density in the PEA. This method could also provide 
some ability to perform deliberate irregular sampling by 
alteration of the pulse repetition frequency as well as in-
terrupted SAR, forming images from non-continuous radar 
data sets. 
SIMULATION 
The proposed mapping method has been simulated us-
ing a discrete point scatterer model in MATLAB. To allow 
a simple parameter to be used to determine the irregular -
ity of the collected samples on the distorted polar raster, 
the simulations performed included only accelerating plat-
forms following linear flight paths. However this is by no 
means the only maneuver that can be simulated. Express-
ing the start point, radius and accelerations involved in 
Collected and desired sample locations in k-space 
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Fig. 2. Monostatic simulation results 
en simple circular turns seems unnecessary when the ef-
ct on cross range sample density is determined by the 
ong track motion of the platform. 
Monostatic Operation 
The first simulated case is of an X-band monostatic SAR 
stem with approximately 0.25m resolution. The radar 
la.tform follows a typical broadside path at 15km stand-
Lf range, with the exception that the platform accelerates 
Long this path at 15ms 2 . This acceleration changes the 
)llect.ed phase history sample density in k-space. The col-
cted sample positions in k-space and the desired regular 
ctangular sample grid that encompasses the entire data 
tgion are shown in Fig. 2(a). The desired grid is obtained 
y estimating the highest sample density in the collected 
a.ta., to determine the highest frequency supported by the 
ata, and evaluating the extent of the data region in the ka, 
ad k directions. The mapping method described in the 
revious section was performed. Then the interpolation 
as performed by summing the result of placing a scaled 
inc(w) interpolation function with a limited length on each 
f the known sample positions, then applying a window to 
e data in two dimensions. This process allows the value 
f the underlying function to he evaluated at any chosen 
oint in the two-dimensional space, which for the PFA are 
Lie mapped desired sample points. Finally the data was 
ransformed using one-dimensional FFTs in the k and k 0 
irections. 
The resulting image is shown in Fig. 2(c). For compar-
on the PFA was implemented using the keystone inter-
olation method on the same collected data, the resulting 
nage is shown in Fig. 2(b). where both figures show image 
tensity on a logarithmic scale. 
Bistatic Operation 
The second simulated case is of the same X-band SAR, 
ystem however this time operating in a bistatic configu-
ation, with the transmitter at 15km stand-off range. The 
oceiver moves on a linear path and accelerates along this 
irection at 15ms 2 , the bistatic angle, is approximately 
00. The collected sample positions in k-space and the do-
ired regular rectangular sample grid that encompasses the 
ntire data region are shown in Fig. 3(a), where the de-
ired grid is obtained by the same method. The mapping 
iethiod and interpolation were performed as before. The 
esulting image is shown in Fig. 3(c), note that no rotation 
r further processing was required to form the image in the 
lobal coordinate set. For comparison the bistatic PFA was 
.nplemented using the keystone interpolation method on 
lie same collected data, the resulting image is shown in 
jig. 3(h). 
VI. ANALYSIS 
The iniage formed using the proposed mapping method 
Li the monostatic simulation shows the improved focus of 
he simple point scatterers across the entire scene that is 
ypical of the PFA. The level of the scatterer sidelobes is 
een to be significantly lower when compared to the image 
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Fig. 3. Bistatic simulation results 
formed using the keystone interpolation method. Using 
the mapping method the level of the sidelobes is approxi-
mately 7dB lower than when using the keystone interpola-
tion method, this performance allows the observation of low 
reflectivity scatterers in more complicated scenes, where 
otherwise these scatterers would be obscured. 
The image formed using the keystone interpolation 
method in the bistatic configuration again shows the same 
siclelobe performaitce, and the image still requires rotation 
by the bistatic look angle and lastly a de-skewing of the 
image is necessary to get a geometrically correct image. 
However the image formed by the mapping method shows 
the same performance as in the nlonostatic sitrivaltion and 
the image requires no further processing. 
















This paper has shown that by inverting the mapping 
function necessary to obtain the distorted polar raster sam-
ple positions in the PFA, the collected and desired sample 
locations necessary to use the FFT can be mapped to a 
space where the two-dimensional resampling operation be-
comes simpler. The same interpolation function can he 
used at all sample points, also windowing and interpo-
lation become separable into two one-dimensional opera-
tioiis. In addition the proposed IlletilOd allows resampling 
of irregularly sampled data collected by maneuvering SAR 
platforms, and other modes of SAR operation. By means 
of simulation the performance of the proposed mapping 
method has been demonstrated. When compared to the 
keystone interpolation method within the PFA, for monos-
tatic and bistatic operations the proposed algorithm shows 
unproved image quality. 
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bstract 
fa nonlinear 3D flight path is followed instead of the typical 
inear path, for spotlight SAR. The sampled area of k-space 
)btained is a curved 2D surface in 3D space. Since this 
urface has extent in all three dimensions. 3D scene 
econstruction is possible. This can be performed using 
:onvolution hack-projection, however due to the extra 
Jimension this is computationally intensive. A method to 
illow use of the computationally efficient FFT for image 
ormation is presented. By performing a mapping operation to 
domain where the interpolation becomes a simpler 
)peration, resampling the data to points on a uniform cube 
zrid allows use of the FFT. Off-surface interpolation is 
,ossihle due to the shape of the sampled area of k-space. 
imulation results are presented to demonstrate the algorithm. 
Introduction 
pot1ight synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images are typically 
irmed from data collected from aircraft following linear 
onstant altitude flight paths. As a result of the chosen flight 
ath the sampled area of frequency or k-space obtained is a 
D plane in 3D space, the 3D information content of the 
cene projects onto this plane and since it has no extent in the 
direction altitude information about the scene of interest is 
ost. The 2D plane is projected onto the ground plane for 
maging to form a normal 2D image of the scene of interest. 
I'he properties of the image formed are determined by the 
;ampled area of k-space, the extent of the data in each 
Erection in k-space determines the achievable resolution, and 
he sample density determines the maximum image size. With 
hese conditions in mind the ideal sampled area of k-space for 
D image formation would he a cube of data, this would 
Ilow for good resolution, image size and scatterer point 
;prcad function. However collection of this volume of data is 
mpractical and other methods must be used to determine 
nformation about the volume of data to allow 3D image 
ormation. 
conventional method of forming a 3D image of a scene is 
y interferometric SAR (IFSAR). In IFSAR imaging, two  
independent SAR data sets are used to form two separate 2D 
images from which a phase difference can he evaluated, this 
phase difference term can be used to determine the elevation 
of the features in the 2D images and can he used to form a 3D 
image of the target scene [2]. 
By collecting data from a nonlinear 3D flight path the 
sampled area of k-space becomes a 2D surface instead of a 
plane, with extent in all three dimensions. From this type of 
curved surface the 3D information about the scene of interest 
is retained allowing 31) image formation. In the literature 
covering 3D imaging of this kind, the image processing has 
concentrated on the use of convolution hack-projection (CBP) 
methods [3,4]. These imaging algorithms are known to scale 
poorly with image size, given the extra dimension involved an 
alternative method is sought. The purpose of this paper is to 
present a method for 3D image formation using Fourier 
imaging techniques. 
2 System Geometry 
Y 
Figure 1: Nonlinear 3D flight path. 
For monostatie operation the collected radar signal used to 
form the SAR image is given by[2] 
[here; 
N 
s(t,1) = 	 ( 1) 
1?1 
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Where there are N scatterers in the scene, A is the complex 
reflectivity of the target, x(n) is the displacement of the 
scatterer from the scene centre, t is slow time, t is fast time, 
is the radar centre frequency and LX is the chirp rate, 
r j (t) is the distance from the platform to the scene centre 
and c is the speed of light. 
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Figure 2: Sampled area of k-space obtained using nonlinear 
3D flight path. 
The samples of this function are located in k-space on a 
distorted polar raster, as shown in Figure 2, given by; 
k=wu 	 (4) 
where: 
k = [k 	k 	k..
11. 	
(5) 
where U is the vector in the direction of the platform, 
therefore U is a function of the look direction, 0, and the 
slant angle, i. 
sin cosu. 
u = COS OCOSY/ 	 (6) 
sin i' 
Method 
As stated previously coverage in the literature concentrates on 
image formation using CBP, however computationally this 
algorithm scales with the target scene size. For scene size D, 
when working in 3D imaging the scene size is increased from 
D2 to D3 due to the extra dimension. This places a significant 
limit on the size of scenes that can he imaged using 31) SAR 
based on the CBP algorithm. 
Instead of using CBP for image formation the image 
formation method used in this paper is based on the polar 
format algorithm (PFA). Using the PFA image formation is 
performed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), however in 
order to make use of the computationally efficient FET the 
collected data needs to he resampled. In 2D the collected data 
is resampled onto a uniform rectangular grid, therefore in the 
3D case the data needs to be resampled onto a uniform cube 
grid of points. 
The method used to perform this 3D resampling operation is 
based on the method in [1]. The 2D surface of sampled data 
will he mapped to a 2D plane of uniformly spaced points, a 
desired cube grid of points surrounding the data will also be 
mapped to the same domain. 
k'=f(k) 	 (7) 
where; 
k'=[k' 	k'., 	k]T 	 (8) 
the target grid k' is chosen to be uniform and integer spaced 
for convenience. 
After an initial linear affine mapping, a Volterra series is used 
to perform the mapping operation. 
k=a+a0k+a1 k +a2 k +a00 k +a01 k 
(7) 
+a02 k +a10 kk 1 +a11 kk +a17 k 1 k 
which can he written as a matrix equation; 
k'= Ka 	 (8) 
which has a least squares solution; 
a = KTK]TKTk 	 (9) 
Performing the resanipling in this domain has many 
advantages: the interpolation function is identical at each 
sample position unlike on the original irregular sample grid. 
The interpolation function goes to zero at each of the other 
original sample positions. The 3D interpolation separates 
exactly into three ID interpolation operations and also 
windowing can he applied in three 1D directions. Once the 
interpolation has been performed in the mapped space, the 
resanipled data is processed as normal using the PFA to form 
a 3D image of the scene of interest. 
4 Simulation Details 
The mapping method described has been simulated using a 
discrete point scatterer based model in MATLAB. The 
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direction, imaging a scene SUm in each direction, with I G1-Iz 
radar centre frequency and 0.15 MHz bandwidth. The 
simulation was performed to demonstrate the ability to form a 
3D image from two different data surfaces, firstly from an 
orthogonal data surface and then from a curved data surface 
obtained from a nonlinear flight path. 
4.1 Orthogonal Aperture 
As collection of a cube of data in k-space is impractical the 
natural choice for a data surface would have the same extent 
in each direction, this can be achieved with an orthogonal 
data surface. The surface is essentially three sides of the ideal 
cube of data. The orthogonal aperture should allow good 
resolution and image extent in all three dimensions. 
In order for fair comparison between images formed from 
data collected from a nonlinear flight path, like the one shown 
in Figure 1 the orthogonal aperture is selected to have 
nominally the same extent in each dimension as the sampled 
area of k-space shown in Figure 2. This is determined simply 
by projecting the curved aperture onto each of the x-y, x-z 
and y-z planes. The orthogonal aperture used is shown in 
Figure 3. 
area of k-space  
and the maximum sample density in each dimension 
estimated, these parameters were used to determine the 
desired cube grid of points to which resampling was 
performed, as is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4.• Result of image formation from orthogonal 
aperture using FFT. 
k-space: measured (b), desired (r,g,k) 
Figure 3: Orthogonal aperture sampled area of k-space. 
The values of the data on the surface are determined by; 
s(t,1)=k.x 	 (7) 
For image formation these samples are then loaded into a 
matrix of zeros and Fourier transformed in all three 
dimensions using the FFT. The resulting image is shown in 
Figure 4. 
4.1 Nonlinear 3D Flight Path 
The simulation was performed using the monostatic flight 
path shown in Figure 1 this gives the sampled area of k-space 
shown in Figure 2. The extent of the surface was determined 
5 
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Figure 5: Sampled area of k-space, and desired sample grid. 
Red sample points show the top and bottom surfoce of the 
desired sample grid, with green and black showing opposite 
sides of the cube grid. 
The affine and Volterra mapping stages were applied to the 
known data points to determine the mapping coefficients used 
to move from the data collection domain, to the domain in 
which the sampled data lies on a integer surface in the x-y 
plane. These mapping coefficients were then applied to the 
desired cube of points to bring them to the same domain. The 
result of the mapping operation is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6.- Sampled area of k-space, and desired sample grid 
after a/fine and Volterra mapping stages. Red, green and 
black points show distortion of the desired cube grid. 
In this space the interpolation is performed by evaluating the 
SUfll of sinc(x) functions in each direction, scaled by the value 
of the sampled data at a given point. This interpolation is only 
performed for sample points close to the data surface, all 
other points are assumed to be zero valued. No windowing 
has been applied to the data before or after interpolation. The 
resampled data is then Fourier transformed in all three 
dimensions using the FFT. The result of this image formation 
process is shown in Figure 7. 
scatterer in the scene is roughly a sinc(x) function, due to the 
square surfaces of the aperture. However the scatterer in the 
image does have very high sidelohes, this is a consequence of 
not having the full volume of data available. 
The result of image formation from the curved data surface 
produced by a nonlinear flight path shows that the off-surface 
interpolation performed using the Volterra mapping method is 
interpolation and not extrapolation. The scatterer is located 
correctly in the 3D image and although the point spread 
function is irregular this is due to the shape of the sampled 
data surface. 
6 Conclusions 
The simulation results from using the Volterra mapping 
method to interpolate off the sampled data surface from a 3D 
nonlinear flight path show that interpolation in this way is 
possible. This method allows interpolation to be performed 
off the sampled data surface in an attempt to evaluate the 
function at some of the uniform cube grid points closest to the 
surface. 
This interpolation is only possible due to the curved nature of 
the data surface. The curvature means that more information 
about the full volume o! data is retained than just a simple 
slice through it. This enables 3D images to be formed using 
the computationally efficient FFT, rather than having to use 
the CBP algorithm. 
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